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The hardest part of being a
successful rock band is
finding a name. Page 29

World Watch
A comprehensive rundown
of news from around
the world. Page 30-31

Editorial
& Opinion

IA European bailout for
Greece would be unlawful
and imprudent. Page 12

French President Nicolas Sarkozy comforts a baby during a visit at a French field hospital in Port au Prince. Article on page 10.
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Providing comfort—and €230 million—to quake victims U.K. data
highlight
frail upturn

LONDON—British unem-
ployment rose sharply in Jan-
uary after two months of de-
clines, highlighting the
fragility of the economic re-
covery, while average earnings
rose at a record-low pace for
a third straight month, data
showed Wednesday.

Minutes from the Bank of
England’s February Monetary
Policy Committee meeting
also showed policy makers
unanimously approved sus-
pending the bond-buying pro-
gram in February, but that for
some members it was a close
call. The releases keep the
possibility of further BOE eas-
ing alive, and signal that the
central bank will maintain
loose policy for some time.

The Office for National
Statistics said the widely
watched claimant count mea-
sure of unemployment in-
creased by 23,500, the biggest
rise since July 2009. The job-
less rate remained at 5%. The
increase, which, which com-
pared with a revised fall of
9,600 in December, surprised

economists who had forecast
a fall of 13,500.

The U.K. government
warned last month that it ex-
pected to see unemployment
rise again in the coming
months as the economic re-
covery remains fragile.

“Unemployment is lower
than everybody expected last
year, but we still need to do
more to support the recovery,
secure the recovery and help
get more people back into
work,” said Yvette Cooper,
secretary of state for work
and pensions.

BY ILONA BILLINGTON
AND NATASHA BRERETON

Akio Toyoda shuns U.S. panel

Toyota Motor Corp. Presi-
dent Akio Toyoda said he
won’t testify before the U.S.
Congress at hearings next
week and left vague his plans
to visit the country, the com-
pany’s single largest market.

Mr. Toyoda, the grandson
of the company’s founder, said
he would send Yoshimi Inaba,
his trusted lieutenant and the
head of its North American
sales operation, to next
week’s congressional sessions.

“We will give full support
to him at the hearing,” said
Mr. Toyoda. “I am not saying
that I am never going to the
U.S. I am looking at my sched-
ule and preparing.”

His comments came as the
Japanese car maker said it
was looking into possible
steering problems with the

popular Corolla compact.
Speaking to reporters, Mr.

Toyoda also said the company
plans to equip all new cars
with a braking system that
should be able to stop vehi-
cles even if their accelerator
gets stuck or pinned down.

The move is an expansion
of Toyota’s previous plan to
put the braking technology
into only certain models, and
it represents the car maker’s
latest effort to rebuild confi-
dence after recalling millions
of vehicles and acknowledging
serious quality issues.

But Mr. Toyoda offered
few details about a new inter-
nal panel intended to revamp
Toyota’s quality-control sys-
tems, which he said won’t
meet for six more weeks.

U.S. officials this week in-
tensified their probe into Toy-
ota.

Regulators, who are facing
increasing pressure from U.S.
lawmakers, are looking into
whether the company made
its string of recalls in a timely
manner.

BY MARIKO SANCHANTA
AND YOSHIO TAKAHASHI

Source: U.K. Office for National Statistics
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Chinese whispers in U.S. Treasury mart
As China’s current-account sur-

plus cooled last year, did its ardor
for U.S. Treasurys?

That is the headline from the lat-
est data on foreign ownership of U.S.
government debt. Mainland China’s
holdings fell to $755.4 billion at the
end of December from a peak of
$801.5 billion in May. The country
also shifted into longer-dated Trea-
surys. Japan is, on paper, again the
largest foreign holder of U.S. govern-
ment debt.

Behind those bare facts, however,
the picture gets murkier. In fact, it
isn’t clear that China is shifting out
of Treasurys at all, while firm con-
clusions over its preference for
short- or long-term U.S. debt are
hard to reach.

How so? The key is to look at U.S.
Treasury holdings in the U.K. and
Hong Kong. Both have at least dou-
bled in the past year. At the end of
December, the U.K.’s holdings totaled

$302.5 billion, and Hong Kong’s
were $152.9 billion. In the Treasury
International Capital data, analysts
suspect a large portion of the hold-
ings from those places—perhaps as
much as half—in fact originate in
China. The problem arises because
Treasurys are often held on behalf of
clients in financial centers like Hong
Kong or London. For the data com-
pilers, it is hard to unearth the ulti-
mate owners of the debt.

There are good reasons to sug-
gest China holds more U.S. govern-
ment debt than is apparent in the
“Mainland China” line—and for why
the obfuscation suits Beijing. To
maintain a steady dollar/yuan rate
while running a huge balance-of-
payments surplus, China’s central
bank has little choice but to recycle
that surplus into dollar-denominated
assets. And U.S. Treasurys remain
the easiest and safest place to park
its foreign-exchange reserves.

Meanwhile, indirect Treasury
purchases suit China politically.
Headline data showing mainland
China’s purchases of Treasurys lev-
eling off help allay domestic criti-
cism that China, a “developing”

country, is keeping the profligate
U.S. government afloat. It also in-
jects a grain of doubt into free-
spending U.S. policy makers when it
comes to assuming China will always
be there to snap up the U.S.’s debt.

Right now, China doesn’t seem to
be panicking. In the official data, at
least, its holdings of short-term bills
fell by $140.7 billion, or 67%, be-
tween May and December. Much of
that is likely due to bills maturing,
rather than being sold, and China
has continued to buy Treasurys with
more than one year’s maturity.

If inflation takes off, the dollar
weakens, or investors start to balk at
U.S. fiscal deficits, such longer-dated
debt could leave China with losses.
So if China really is extending its
purchases along the curve, that sug-
gests it is less worried than it says
about Uncle Sam’s debt levels spiral-
ling out of control.

—Andrew Peaple

Spain’s problem is a lack of growth, not the deficit

BNP Paribas
shows a crisis
success story

Spain has been getting a bad rap.
It got caught up in the wave of sov-
ereign jitters that started in Greece
and moved to other high-deficit
countries, but this was unfair. To
underline the point, Spain success-
fully sold a €5 billion ($6.88 billion)
15-year bond on Wednesday after
drawing in €13.5 billion of orders.

But Spain mustn’t rest on its lau-
rels. While its deficit isn’t necessar-
ily a cause for concern, growth is.
Spain must make use of its credibil-
ity to push through structural re-
forms to reorient the economy.

True, the bald figures on Spain’s
fiscal position look grim: The bud-
get deficit hit 11.4% of GDP in 2009,
the debt-to-GDP ratio could double
due to the crisis and unemployment
has soared to nearly 19%. The econ-
omy shrank 0.1% in the last quarter
and 3.6% in 2009. S&P cut its rating

to double-A-plus and slapped a neg-
ative outlook on Spain in December,
arguing that policy actions haven’t
been strong enough.

But crucially, and in contrast to
Greece, Spain has fiscal credibility.
It was the private sector that built
up debt in the boom years. The gov-
ernment’s debt-to-GDP ratio fell
steadily, reaching 40% by 2007. The
charge that it isn’t taking strong
policy action seems harsh: Spain has
already announced tax increases for
2010, including a rise in the value-
added tax and higher capital-gains
taxes. Prime Minister José Luis Rod-
riguez Zapatero on Wednesday said
he could cut more than €50 billion
from spending through 2013.

Spain also has considerable
strengths. The economy is rebalanc-
ing. The current-account deficit
nearly halved in the first nine
months of 2009 against the year-
earlier period, and imports have
tumbled. Its banks have had a
smooth ride through the crisis,

thanks partly to shrewd regulation
that forced banks to set aside addi-
tional provisions in good years. Nei-
ther Moody’s nor Fitch seems likely
to follow S&P; both have stable out-
looks on their triple-A ratings.

What could damage confidence in
Spain is a lack of growth. Mr. Zap-
atero’s stability plan assumes nomi-
nal GDP growth of 3.3% in 2011,
4.9% in 2012 and 5.2% in 2013. That
looks highly ambitious, given that
the country’s growth model of con-
struction, property and leverage has
been discredited by the financial
crisis. That makes structural reform
key—in particular to boost labor-
market flexibility.

The markets seem willing to give
Spain breathing space to develop
conditions for growth. It mustn’t
blow it.

—Richard Barley

BNP Paribas’s status as a winner
from the financial crisis tends to get
overshadowed by competing claims
of some flashier investment banks.
But the French bank’s near-doubling
of earnings to €5.8 billion ($7.99 bil-
lion) in 2009 shows it to be one of
the best-managed banks in Europe.

Its acquisition of Fortis’s Belgian
operations ranks with Barclays’s
purchase of Lehman’s North Ameri-
can operations as one of the deals of
the crisis.

The key to BNP’s strong earnings
was good risk management in
French retail-banking. Lending rose,
but provisions as a proportion of
risk-weighted assets were 0.44%, be-
low French peers and other Euro-
pean banks. Across the bank, fourth-
quarter provisions fell €402 million
from the previous three months,
suggesting they are past the peak.

BNP also is making progress in-
tegrating Italian subsidiary BNL. De-
spite adding 51 branches and a net
60,800 customer accounts in 2009,
BNL’s operating expenses fell 1.3%.
That bodes well for the Fortis inte-
gration, where BNP anticipates €900
million in annual cost savings by
2012. Taxed and capitalized, those
are worth €6 billion—covering most
of the Fortis purchase price.

True, there were weak spots.
Like rivals, BNP’s investment-bank-
ing division had a sharp seasonal
slowdown in the fourth quarter. The
asset-management division saw out-
flows in the fourth quarter. U.S. sub-
sidiary BancWest remains loss-mak-
ing. But BNP trades on just 1.1 times
forecast 2010 tangible book value,
according to Credit Suisse. For a
bank with solid funding, including a
loan-to-deposit ratio of 120%, the
lowest credit-default-swap spreads
of any major bank and the ability to
generate €4.6 billion in capital in
2009, that looks too low.

—Simon Nixon

Source: U.S. Treasury Department
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AFME must make the case for banks

For those who
have been in
Barcelona this
week at the world
Mobile Congress,
AFME is the

acronym for Ad-Funded Mobile
Entertainment, a source, many
delegates hope, of significant
income growth to come.

In France, AFME denotes the
Association Francaises des
Medecins Estheticiens. In a third
incarnation, the initials have a
meaning that should certainly not
be confused with the merely
cosmetic: the Association for
Financial Markets in Europe.

Now, considering how much
Europe’s financial markets have
been in the news of late, and in
the firing line, it seems
remarkable that this version of
AFME hasn’t become better
known. Since the organization is
the product of a merger between
the London Investment Banking
Association and the European
operations of SIFMA, the U.S.
based Securities Industry and
Financial Markets Association,
one might have expected AFME to
be popping up all over the place
to defend its members against
various proposals to take apart
their businesses and decimate
their compensation, as well as all
round vilification. Instead, AFME
has been what can only be
described as muted, verging on
the invisible in its response.

Despite a board of directors
that boasts representatives of
nearly all the major investment
banks, its public reaction to the
furor has been limited to low-key
statements in response to working
parties or reviews.

Yet never has an industry been
more in need of a trade
organization to make its case,
both with governments and the
public. Angela Knight, the
director-general of the British
Bankers Association, does valiant
work on behalf of her members,

doing the rounds of broadcasting
studios to put the positive case
for bankers. However, the moves
against the current shape of the
banking industry come from
round the globe and surely merit
a response that goes beyond
national boundaries.

Some individual bankers have
been prepared to speak out.
Barclays President Bob Diamond
gave a spirited performance in

Davos and earlier this week
Barclays Chief Executive John
Varley made a strong case for the
universal-banking model that so
many (most vocally Paul Volcker,
the former chairman of the U.S.
Federal Reserve) would dismantle.

The pair have sacrificed their
bonuses for the year in an
impressive move that deserves to
be emulated by other industry
leaders. It is a gesture that might
be interpreted as making them an
acceptable face of banking with
which those on the other side of
the arguments might be prepared
to negotiate.

But such is the demand for
wholesale change in banking that
it is debatable whether

representatives of individual
banks will be seen as well placed
to negotiate with the authorities.
Would their competitors fall in
behind them? Would they be
viewed as seeking only what was
in the best interests of their
organization?

That is where a powerful trade
association can come into its own.
Wherever the efforts to reshape
banks are being discussed,
whether at Europe’s Financial
Stability Board, the G-20 or the
City of London’s regulators, then
the industry needs to have a
strong voice to make its case.

One problem for AFME is that
last November, it lost the man
who had been its voice since
2005. Jonathan Taylor, a former
UBS managing director, has been
lured back to his earlier employer,
the U.K. Treasury. Next month he
starts his new role as its
managing director of financial
services. In that position, the
experience he gained with AFME
and its predecessor should mean
that he doesn’t adopt the
adversarial role assumed by some
bureaucrats and politicians in
their dealings with banks, and he
can be more constructive.

The banks, however, need to
begin being a little more
constructive themselves.
Organizations such as AFME
should be hammering out their
own proposals for restructuring
an industry that, undeniably,
cannot be allowed to repeat the

mistakes that have created such
chaos. Even those that haven’t
needed to plug into governmental
life-support machines must realize
that governments are serious in
their determination to bring about
change.

Baroness Thatcher in her time
as prime minister once remarked
of one of her favorite ministers,
Lord Young of Graffham: “Other
ministers bring me problems,
David brings me solutions.” If they
are to avoid the worst of changes
that might be proposed, the banks
might try coming up with some
reasoned solutions. An industry-
wide response might just be given
some credibility.

Britain isn’t working
The concept of a jobless

recovery is very hard to
comprehend. Hence the dismal
jobs figures from the U.K.
yesterday will have renewed fears
of a double-dip recession being a
real possibility. Those claiming
benefits rose significantly while
the forecasts had been for a fall.
More ominously, the number of
people out of work for more than
a year during the final quarter of
2009 was the highest it had been
in 13 years. That was the point at
which a general election removed
the Conservative government and
installed Labour.

“Labour isn’t working” had
been the slogan plastered on
election-winning posters that
removed the previous Labour
administration. Now there must
be people inside the No. 10
worrying whether that effect
might be repeated.

Despite the U.K., and much of
Europe, having been in recession,
the effects have been cushioned
since those in work and with
mortgages have enjoyed the
benefits of rock-bottom interest
rates. But being out of a job and
in debt, even when interest rates
are low, changes the picture
dramatically. Job creation is the
answer, and there is little sign of
that at the moment.

More bank lending would help:
a point that AFME would do well
to stress.

Barclays President Bob Diamond recently defended the industry at Davos
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Advertising

n Publicis, one of the world’s big-
gest ad companies, said its 2009
net profit fell 9.8% to €403 million
($555 million) as businesses cut
marketing spending amid the
downturn, but the France-based
company said it expects a rebound
in revenue this year as global eco-
nomic conditions improve.

i i i

Autos

n Toyota will install a brake over-
ride system in all new cars world-
wide, President Akio Toyoda
vowed. The announcement came
as Toyota said it was looking into
yet another quality matter—possi-
ble steering problems with the Co-
rolla compact in the U.S. Toyoda
said he won’t testify before the
U.S. Congress at a hearing next
week and left vague his plans to
visit the U.S., the Japanese com-
pany’s single largest market.

i i i

Aviation

n Lufthansa pilots voted to go on
a four-day strike starting Monday
over wages and potential plans to
move jobs to lower-paying subsid-
iaries, the Vereinigung Cockpit
union said. The German airline
said the strike is unreasonable
and would greatly hurt the com-
pany, workers and customers.

n A new search for the remains
of Air France Flight 447 will begin
next month, France’s chief air-ac-
cident investigator said. The €10
million ($13.8 million) search will
come nearly nine months after the
passenger jet crashed in the At-
lantic depths, killing 228 people.

n EADS said it still can’t deter-
mine how much of a provision it
will have to make in its 2009 ac-
counts for cost overruns on the
troubled A400M military airlifter
program. The seven governments
that ordered the planes sent a let-
ter to EADS proposing modifica-
tions to the contract. A German
defense-ministry spokesman said
the agency received a response
from EADS to the proposal and re-
plied with further details.

n American Airlines, already fac-
ing heightened scrutiny by U.S.
safety regulators, has been hit
with a proposed $2.9 million civil
penalty for alleged maintenance
violations at its American Eagle
commuter unit.

i i i

Brewers

n Anheuser-Busch InBev’s U.S.
unit plans to restructure its sales
and marketing departments to
make the brewing giant more effi-
cient, a move that will include un-
specified job cuts. The world’s
biggest brewer by sales said in an
internal memo that it will revamp
its brand marketing group to have
more employees focused on its
major beer products.

i i i

Consumer products

n Bic said its 2009 net profit rose
4.7% to €151.7 million ($209 mil-
lion) as revenue rose 10%. The
French maker of disposable pens,
razors and lighters said it expects
a more positive economic environ-
ment this year following “the un-
precedented 2009 downturn.”

i i i

Energy

n Mitsui will invest about $1.4
billion to take part in a shale-gas
development project in Pennsylva-
nia, in hopes of taking advantage
of the growing U.S. market. The
Japanese trading company, which
has businesses ranging from natu-
ral resources to chemicals to food,
is a big player in the liquefied nat-
ural-gas market.

n Exxon Mobil, led by natural-gas
projects, added two billion barrels
of oil equivalent to its proved re-
serves in 2009, replacing 133% of
its production that year. But the
oil giant found fewer new oil de-
posits than it depleted last year.

i i i

Farm equipment

n Deere posted a 19% jump in
earnings for the quarter ended
Jan. 31 to $243 million, helped by
higher margins and benefits from
currency fluctuations.

i i i

Fashion

n Burberry will stop producing
its local Spanish clothing collec-
tion, shutting its Barcelona facility

with the loss of 300 jobs and tak-
ing a restructuring hit of €50 mil-
lion to €70 million ($70 million to
$95 million) as the economic
downturn in the country contin-
ued to drag sales down.

i i i

Financial services

n BNP Paribas, France’s largest
bank by market value, said it
swung to a fourth-quarter net
profit of €1.37 billion ($1.89 bil-
lion) as revenue more than dou-
bled and raised its dividend 50%,
beating analysts’ expectations a
year after financial-market dislo-
cation plunged it into the red.

n ING posted a narrower fourth-
quarter net loss of €712 million
($980 million) compared with a
year earlier, as the burden of
write-downs and other charges
eased. But the Dutch financ-
ial-services company’s dip into the
red came after two profitable
quarters. ING shares rose despite
the weaker-than-expected results,
buoyed by a reduction of the com-
pany’s exposure to risky assets.

n DnB NOR, Norway’s largest
bank, will pay a fine of 12 million
Norwegian kroner ($2 million) im-
posed by Norway’s economic-

crimes authority for insider trad-
ing in connection with the sale of
bonds preceding the state’s rescue
package for cash-starved banks.
The bank said that “no unlawful
insider information was given in
the case,” adding it accepted the
fine as a way to move on.

n Fortress Investment acquired
bond investor Logan Circle Part-
ners, as the private-equity and
hedge-fund firm looks to diversify
into traditional money-manage-
ment businesses. Fortress, which
manages $32 billion, will tack on
$12 billion in bond funds with its
$21 million acquisition of Logan
Circle, with the potential for an
additional payment next year.

n Legal & General posted a 5.4%
fall in fourth-quarter new busi-
ness sales to £330 million ($521
million), hit by continued weak
consumer spending, and the in-
surer forecast a modest recovery
for the U.K. economy. However, it
reported a strong cash surplus of
£3.1 billion, which analysts said
could mean a boost in dividends.

n Generali said it dissolved a
pact with Crédit Agricole concern-
ing the 11% stake the companies
together hold in Italian lender In-
tesa Sanpaolo. Neither company

said what it would do with its
stake in Intesa Sanpaolo.

i i i

Food

n Campbell Soup lowered its
2010 revenue forecast and gave
more details of plans to improve
results at its U.S. soup business,
which has been a slow-growing
category. The company plans to
"enhance" more than 60% of its
condensed soups in the year start-
ing in August with product im-
provements, further sodium re-
duction and packaging updates.

i i i

Information technology

n Atos Origin said its 2009 net
profit rose 40% to €32 million
($44 million), helped by restruc-
turing measures, even as revenue
fell slightly. The French company,
which manages IT systems for the
Olympics, has been fighting tough
market conditions since last year.

i i i

Media

n Reader’s Digest’s U.K. subsid-
iary filed for administration, in a
move intended to help its parent
complete its restructuring under
bankruptcy protection in the U.S.

i i i

Pharmaceuticals

n Teva and Actavis are the pre-
ferred bidders for German generic
drug maker Ratiopharm, a person
familiar with the bidding process
said. Because the bids from Is-
rael’s Teva and Iceland’s Actavis
are in the same range, about €3
billion ($4.1 billion) including
debt, the bidder with the best
concept for Ratiopharm will likely
win, the person said.

i i i

Retail

n Carrefour scored a victory as
an Indonesian court overturned a
regulatory body’s finding that the
French company’s local unit vio-
lated antimonopoly laws. The
move reversed a ruling that the
retail giant must sell its majority
stake in a local retailer.

n Walgreen agreed to acquire
Duane Reade from Oak Hill Capital
Partners for $1.08 billion, includ-
ing debt, making the U.S.’s largest
drug-store chain the market
leader in New York City.

i i i

Sporting goods

n Puma said its fourth-quarter
net profit doubled to €16.2 million
($22.3 million), but the results
were weaker than expected be-
cause of higher-than-forecast
charges linked to a restructuring.

i i i

Telecommunications

n Deutsche Telekom and France
Télécom offered to sell part of
their combined radio spectrum
and to provide some network
sharing guarantees to allay com-
petition concerns over their U.K.
mobile joint venture, a person fa-
miliar with the situation said.

BUSINESS WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/Business

Looks from the Michael Kors fall 2010 collection included a mix of furs, knits, layers and evening wear.
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New York’s fashion week is in full swing; London’s kicks off Friday
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From the catwalk
to buyers’ closets
Moving to cut the sales time for new designs

Some designers are chipping
away at one of the industry’s most
stubborn schedules: the six-month
lag it takes for runway looks to ap-
pear in stores, if they appear at all.

In the past, stirring demand for
a designer’s collection was the role
of monthly magazines with long
lead times, such as Vogue and Elle.
Editors attended shows and would
feature designers’ samples in
spreads published months later. Re-
tail buyers, meanwhile, placed bets
on styles with the greatest commer-
cial potential, and the designers put
those styles into production.

The typical six-month gap has
been blamed as contributing to last
year’s 11% decline in global sales of
designer clothing. Part of the prob-
lem, designers say, is that copycats
and chains like H&M and Zara,
called fast-fashion retailers, are able
to quickly replicate styles and sell
them at lower prices. For instance,
the sports bra, biker shorts and the
so-called “football” clutch purse all
moved quickly from the Alexander
Wang runway to mass-market retail-
ers last year, as did Stella McCart-
ney’s oversized silk blouses.

Fashion has “an industry prob-
lem”, designer Donna Karan said of
the delay. The solution is “redesign-
ing the whole system”, though the
difficulties are huge. Neither her
Donna Karan collection nor her
DKNY lines sold directly from the
runway this season, and she said
she has no imminent plans to do so.

Designer Norma Kamali began
putting her collections up for sale
on her Web site after her presenta-
tion in New York on Monday. Cyn-
thia Rowley offered the public three
of her 34 runway samples after her
Friday show, including a tassel shell
with a hand-cut lace skirt, a tassel
dress and a lace dress, each priced
at $4,800 as head-to-toe outfits. By
late Tuesday, none of her originals
had sold, but some copies had.

“You can’t go into it expecting it
to be big numbers,” said New York-
based designer Derek Lam, who will
test fresh-off-the-runway sales this
year. “It’s a way to get in touch with
the people who are watching” the
show, particularly on the Internet.

Beyond production challenges,
designers also risk angering retail-
ers by cannibalizing demand for the
line when it hits stores later. “Fash-
ion shows are for the retail buyers,”
said designer Diane von Fursten-
berg, who isn’t interested in direct-
from-the-runway sales right now.

In the past, brands trying a buy-
now strategy relied on third-party
retailers, such as fashion Web sites.
Bonnie Takhar, Halston’s chief exec-
utive, two years ago, made available
two fall styles for sale via online re-
tailer Net-a-porter the day after
Halston’s runway show. This was an
attempt to feed a desire for instant
gratification and, more important,
to hurt knock-off artists.

French designer Roland Mouret
is taking it a step further: pre-sell-
ing his RM line to retailers before

showing it on the runway, so his
styles will hit stores just a month
after his show. “The new reality of
fashion will be to have the clothes
right after the show,” he said. Shop-
pers “don’t want to wait six months
and don’t want to see copies”.

—Rachel Dodes contributed
to this article.

BY VANESSA O’CONNELL

After Cynthia Rowley unveiled her line on Monday, right, versions were sold at a New York City gallery, left.
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Heard on the runway
See updates from New York fash-
ion week at blogs.wsj.com/runway

Louis Vuitton is proud to support The Climate Project.

The journey of a star, captured in a flash.
Annie’s studio. New York.
Follow Annie Leibovitz and Mikhail Baryshnikov at louisvuittonjourneys.com
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i i i

Europe

n British unemployment rose
sharply in January after two
months of declines, highlighting
the fragility of the economic re-
covery, while average earnings
rose at a record-low pace for a
third straight month. The U.K.
government warned last month
that it expected to see unemploy-
ment rise again in the coming
months as the economic recovery
remains fragile.

n The euro zone’s trade surplus
grew to its strongest level in more
than five years in December as ex-
ports hit a one-year high, a sign
that demand from abroad is help-
ing the currency area recover
from its severe recession.

n Greece denied using complex
currency transactions to mask its
budget deficit in a 2008 meeting
with European Union officials, ac-
cording to the European Commis-
sion, the EU’s executive arm.

n Spain’s GDP will return to
growth during the first half of
2010, Prime Minister José Luis
Rodriguez Zapatero said, after fi-
nal data showed that the country
was still in recession in the fourth
quarter of 2009. Zapatero said the
country is able to reduce its bud-
get deficit and called for opposi-
tion parties to reach an agreement
with the government on reforms.

n Portugal’s jobless rate rose to
10.1% in the fourth quarter from
9.8% in the third, as economic
growth stagnated. Job creation
was under pressure late last year
as Portugal’s gross domestic prod-
uct was flat in the fourth quarter
from the third, and shrank 0.8%
from the fourth quarter of 2008.

n Corruption in Italy is rising
dramatically and legal sanctions
are no longer a sufficient deter-
rent, Italy’s state auditor said. The

Rome-based Audit Court, which
oversees and controls possible ir-
regularities in public spending,
said cases of corruption increased
by 229% last year from 2008.

n A British court ruled that en-
trepreneur Robert Gaines-Cooper
is liable to pay U.K. tax, despite
spending less than 91 days a year
in the country for decades. High
Court of Appeal judges ruled that
Gaines-Cooper was liable despite
establishing a base in the Sey-
chelles and spending most of the
year outside the U.K. because Eng-
land had remained “the center of
gravity of his life and interests.”

n The U.K. has called in its Seri-
ous Organised Crime Agency to in-
vestigate the purported use of
fraudulent British passports by
the alleged killers of a senior
Hamas leader in Dubai. The move
comes amid an escalating political
storm in the U.K., where a top of-
ficial on Thursday will meet with
Israel’s ambassador to London.
n Israel’s foreign minister said
there was no reason to assume
the Mossad assassinated a Hamas
commander in Dubai, even as sus-
picions mounted that the coun-
try’s spy agency made the hit.

n A Ukrainian court suspended
the results of this month’s presi-
dential election, pending review of
an appeal filed by the declared
loser, Yulia Tymoshenko.

n The Georgian rebel region of
Abkhazia signed a deal allowing
Russia to build a military base on
its soil, strengthening its depen-
dence on its sponsor and stoking
tensions with Tbilisi.

n A Finnish government commis-
sion proposed a ban on semiauto-
matic handguns after two deadly
school shootings in recent years
that killed 20 people. The ban,
which needs parliamentary ap-
proval, would sharply reduce the
number of legal weapons in a

country which ranks among the
world’s top five in civilian gun
ownership.

n Fashion designer Alexander
McQueen hanged himself in the
wardrobe of his London apart-
ment last week after leaving a
note nearby, a British coroner’s
official told an inquest.

i i i

U.S.

n Housing construction showed a
better-than-expected increase in
January, pushing activity to the
highest level in six months. The
gain raises hopes that the U.S.
construction industry is beginning
to mount a sustained rebound
from its worst slump in decades.

n President Barack Obama said
the $787 billion stimulus program
helped the U.S. avoid dipping into
an economic depression.

n The Defense Department’s top
weapons buyer, Ashton Carter,
said the pace of cutting costly or
badly performing weapons con-
tracts should slow as the Obama
administration has largely already
targeted problematic and unneces-
sary programs.

i i i

Americas

n Argentina announced that
boats carrying goods to the
U.K.-controlled Falkland Islands
will need permission to cross Ar-
gentine waters, heightening ten-
sions between the two countries.
The announcement follows Argen-
tina’s detention last week of a
vessel it claims had illegally
shipped drilling supplies to the
Falklands in January.

n A Haitian judge said some of
the 10 U.S. missionaries arrested
on charges of child kidnapping
would be released, nearly a month
after they were caught trying to

take children out of the quake-
stricken country. The judge didn’t
specify how many people would
be released, but said they would
be allowed to return home with-
out posting bail if they agreed to
return to Haiti for any more ques-
tions in the pending investigation.

i i i

Asia

n Malaysian authorities said offi-
cials caned four Muslim men and,
for the first time, three Muslim
women earlier this month on a
conviction of having sex out of
wedlock. The move to cane the
women under the country’s Is-
lamic Shariah laws has raised
fresh concerns about the growing
political and judicial influence of
Islam in what traditionally has
been one of the world’s more
moderate Muslim nations.

n Afghan and coalition officials
are preparing the most important
phase of the operation in securing
Marjah: rolling out a new adminis-
tration and pouring in millions of
dollars. It is also the phase with
the most uncertain prospects. The
Taliban was able to take Marjah
more than two years ago because
the government’s authority there
was weak, and what little existed
was often corrupt and predatory.

n China’s economic recovery lost
some momentum in the fourth
quarter of 2009, according to
most private analysts who study
the country in a new poll by The
Wall Street Journal.

n Singapore’s key exports
showed slower-than-expected
growth in January, mostly because
of a weak pharmaceuticals sector,
although resilience in electronics
exports suggests its trade recov-
ery is likely to continue in 2010.

n Pakistan confirmed for the
first time the arrest of Mullah Ab-
dul Ghani Baradar, a top Afghan

Taliban commander, but refused
to release the place of arrest or
operational details.

n Iran criticized the U.S.’s accu-
sation that the country is becom-
ing a military dictatorship run by
elements of the militant Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps.

i i i

Middle East

n Dubai’s flagship corporation,
Dubai World, is on schedule to
present formal debt-restructuring
proposals to lenders by March or
April, and won’t consider selling
assets at distressed prices, said
people familiar with the situation.

n Senior U.S. diplomat William
Burns met with Syrian President
Bashar Assad, the latest move in a
growing rapprochement between
Syria and Washington.

n A Lebanese military prosecutor
indicted 11 suspected militants, in-
cluding the alleged leader of an al
Qaeda-inspired group, with plot-
ting terrorist attacks and monitor-
ing U.N. peacekeeper movements.

i i i

Africa

n Somali troops are massing in
Mogadishu ahead of a planned of-
fensive against a powerful al
Qaeda allied-militia that has been
trying to topple the government.

n South Africa’s government said
it will maintain its spending plans
as its economy emerges from its
first recession in 17 years, al-
though lower tax revenue will
mean an only gradual narrowing
of the deficit in the year ahead.

WORLD WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/World

NASA astronaut Nicholas Patrick holds on to the International Space Station’s cupola during his spacewalk. The $27 million lookout offers sweeping 360-degree views of Earth, space and the space station.

Astronauts unveil new window on the world with space shuttle’s observation deck

Reuters
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Spain has a hard sell
The government says its deficit is more manageable than Greece’s

MADRID—When Spanish Deputy
Finance Minister José Manuel
Campa goes to the U.S. Thursday on
a fund-raising tour, he will come
face to face with investors alarmed
by a country with a double-digit
budget deficit and an unemploy-
ment rate of nearly 19%.

But in a key test of sentiment,
the Spanish treasury completed the
sale of €5 billion ($6.9 billion) of 15-
year bonds. The treasury offered a
hefty premium on the deal, but re-
ceived offers to buy more than €13
billion of the new bonds.

Spanish officials are quick to re-
ject comparisons with Greece, where
deep fiscal problems are com-
pounded by a history of dubious
budget accounting. The key for
Spain, Mr. Campa said, is to sweep
aside what he called “subjective”
market judgments with a torrent of
facts on what the government has
planned.

“As markets see that our diagno-
sis of the situation is correct and
that the measures we are taking are
adequate, this offers reassurance,”
Mr. Campa said.

It won’t be easy. The Standard &
Poor’s Corp. ratings agency in De-
cember lowered its ratings outlook
on Spain to negative, saying the
country will probably see “signifi-
cantly lower” gross domestic prod-
uct growth and “persistently high
fiscal deficits relative to peers over
the medium term.” S&P cut Spain’s
rating to AA+ from the AAA maxi-
mum in January 2009. Moody’s In-
vestors Service Inc. and Fitch Rat-
ings Inc. maintain AAA ratings for
Spain.

Though like Greece, Spain also
had a double-digit budget deficit in
2009—11.4% of GDP, compared with
12.7% in Greece—Spain’s ratio of
debt to GDP remains below the
euro–zone average.

And Spain has a good record of
fiscal management: In 2007, the

government had a budget surplus of
more than 2% of GDP.

In recent days, yield spreads be-
tween Spanish 10-year bonds over
comparable German government
bonds—a key risk gauge—have been
hovering at around 0.8 percentage
point. Though a reflection of inves-
tor distaste, the Spanish spread
looks rock solid compared with the
more than three percentage points
for the equivalent Greek bonds.

The Spanish government has
taken new steps to bring the deficit

down to 3% of gross domestic prod-
uct by 2013, as required by Euro-
pean Union rules.

While still lingering in a shallow
recession in the fourth quarter, the
government is forecasting that eco-
nomic recovery will soon take hold
to ease the fiscal crunch. Consumer
spending—a key component of the
Spanish economy—rose for the first
time in nearly two years in the
fourth quarter.

—Emese Bartha in Frankfurt
contributed to this article.

BY JONATHAN HOUSE

José Manuel Campa says ‘markets see that our diagnosis’ is correct.
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Greece denied in ’08 it used swaps
BRUSSELS—Greece denied using

complex currency transactions to
mask its budget deficit in a 2008
meeting with European Union offi-
cials, according to the European
Commission.

Officials from Eurostat, the
bloc’s statistics agency, met Greek
government officials in Athens in
September 2008 to discuss whether
the country was using currency or
interest-rate swaps to reduce its
budget deficit artificially.

“There was a visit in September
2008, and the Greek government
told Eurostat that they don’t use
any of these complex products,” said
the commission’s spokesman for
economic issues, Amadeu Altafaj.

Eurostat issued a report in
March 2008 telling countries how
they should account for lump-sum
payments related to these products,
suggesting a wider concern involv-
ing more than one EU country.

According a report in German
weekly magazine Der Spiegel, Gold-
man Sachs helped Greece raise
about $1 billion through 2002 cur-
rency swaps that weren’t recorded
in the country’s budget data. The re-

port alleged that the deal, which
was linked to dollar- and yen-de-
nominated Greek debt, used a “fic-
tional” exchange rate to boost the
country’s income.

Eurostat has issued several re-
ports in recent years outlining how
governments should record some of
these transactions. “In the case of
currency swaps Eurostat has de-
cided to value any outstanding for-
eign currency debt according to the
market exchange rate and not at the
exchange rate agreed in the swap
contract,” Eurostat informed EU
governments in 1997, suggesting a
fictional rate in the Greek swaps
might have violated EU rules.

Eurostat didn’t respond to calls
and an email seeking comment. The
commission has asked Greece to
provide details about these transac-
tions by Friday. It also is asking
other countries whether they used
similar transactions, though Greece
currently is the only country facing
a specific investigation.

A one-time windfall of $1 billion
was unlikely to obscure Greece’s fi-
nances fully—for the sake of scale,
the country’s budget shortfall in
2009 was about €30 billion. But this
transaction illustrates a broader

problem the EU has struggled with
since the creation of the euro just
over a decade ago: how to ensure
governments don’t use creative ac-
counting to get around budget rules.

Several EU countries, including
Greece, Italy, Austria and Finland,
used off-balance-sheet securitiza-
tions until 2002 to record one-time
profits. Greece, for example, securi-
tized future income from its na-
tional lottery and airports.

Following the December 2001
collapse of Enron, which also used
off-balance-sheet transactions, these
government deals faced sudden
scrutiny in the EU. Eurostat in July
2002 ruled that governments had to
treat this type of securitization as
government borrowing.

Two years later, Eurostat ruled
that EU governments could no lon-
ger use public-private partnerships
to hide state spending or conceal
government liabilities. Such prac-
tices were widespread across the EU
until that decision, including a 2002
deal in which then-U.K. Chancellor
of the Exchequer Gordon Brown
guaranteed £9 billion ($14.21 billion
today) in financing for the country’s
rail network but didn’t record it in
the national budget.

BY ADAM COHEN

Italy sees lasting
derivative pain

ROME—Derivative contracts
taken out by Italian municipalities
could jeopardize local public fi-
nances for decades, even though the
global financial crisis has softened
the blow in the short term, Italy’s
Audit Court said.

“Certain debt and imbalances are
magnified over time, and may wring
sacrifices from future generations
for 20 or even 30 years,” Mario Ris-
tuccia, the chief prosecutor of the
administrative court, said in a
speech here Wednesday.

The Greek government’s use of
derivatives has stoked claims of de-
ception and fraud as Athens used
the sophisticated over-the-counter
contracts to prod its fiscal accounts
into apparent compliance with Euro-
pean Union rules.

Italy itself used a currency swap
to help its application to join Eu-
rope’s monetary union at its incep-
tion more than a decade ago.

National governments aren’t
alone. After a 2002 Italian budget
law allowed local administrations to
engage in sophisticated finance, lo-
cal governments entered into about
€35 billion ($48 billion) of deriva-
tive contracts. That is equivalent to
almost a third of all debt held by It-
aly’s regions, provinces and munici-
palities. More than 500 municipali-
ties signed derivatives deals.

The contracts were often de-
signed to protect public bond issu-
ers against adverse interest-rate
movements, until the central gov-
ernment banned the practice in
2008. But while the derivatives
were supposed to hedge balance-
sheet risks, they also were used to
rake in upfront cash for current
spending, at times with pure “spec-
ulative intent,” Mr. Ristuccia said.

Many small Italian municipali-
ties, lacking the expertise to judge
the deals offered to them by invest-
ment banks, made “distorted use” of

derivatives, he said.
Last year, the government ruled

that any upfront proceeds from such
deals had to be classified as debt,
and made the use of them to fund
current spending a crime.

Despite the freeze, Italian cities
face potentially large losses from
derivatives. Such losses were likely
to be almost €2 billion at the end of
2008, according to Italy’s central
bank. That prospective loss had
doubled from the year before. How-
ever, many of the derivatives were
linked to interest rates, which in the
euro area rose to 4.25% in the mid-
dle of 2008 but have since been cut

to 1.0%. While market rates can
vary, they are broadly down, which
probably has reduced those losses.

“The relatively contained magni-
tude of the crisis has to be ascribed
not to the due diligence and compe-
tence of public officials, but para-
doxically to the crisis in financial
markets and the consequent drastic
reduction of interest rates,” Mr. Ris-
tuccia said.

He estimated that the lower in-
terest rates had cut more than 50%
of the overall mark-to-market value
of derivative contracts held by Ital-
ian municipalities.

Italian courts have seized assets
from four banks, including J.P. Mor-
gan Chase & Co., Deutsche Bank
AG and UBS AG, pending an investi-
gation into claims that bankers mis-
led public officials in derivatives
transactions. The probes continue.

BY CHRISTOPHER EMSDEN

Euro-zone trade
surplus increases

LONDON — The euro zone’s
trade surplus grew to its strongest
level for more than five years in De-
cember as exports hit a one-year
high, in a sign that demand from
abroad is helping the currency area
recover from its severe recession.

Seasonally adjusted figures re-
leased by the European Union’s Eu-
rostat statistics agency showed the
16 countries that use the euro
posted a combined trade surplus of
€7.0 billion in December, the highest
surplus since May 2004 and up from
€5.3 billion in November.

“The recovery is there, but ex-
ports remain way below the pre-cri-
sis level,” said Dominique Barbet,
senior economist at BNP Paribas SA.
“The bottom line is that the euro
zone benefits from external eco-
nomic dynamism, but it has very lit-
tle domestic momentum.”

Euro-zone exports rose 3.1% from
the previous month to €114.4 billion
in December, the strongest level for

a year, while imports increased 1.7%
to an 11-month high of €105.6 bil-
lion. However, the overall level of
trade remains low when compared
to December 2007, when exports to-
taled €125.4 billion and imports
stood at €128.1 billion.

The euro-zone economy grew
0.1% in the fourth quarter of last
year following a 0.4% quarterly ex-
pansion in the three months to the
end of September, fueling fears that
the recovery is faltering after a tem-
porary boost from companies re-
building supplies. Fourth-quarter
gross domestic product was 2.1%
weaker than in 2008. But econo-
mists said export growth in Decem-
ber raised hopes that firmer de-
mand in overseas markets could
help support recovery.

“Euro-zone exporters will benefit
from the marked retreat in the euro,
from a 15-month high of $1.5145 in
late November to its current level
around $1.37,” said Howard Archer,
chief European and U.K. economist
at IHS Global Insight.

BY NICHOLAS WINNING

‘The relatively contained
magnitude of the crisis has to
be ascribed ... paradoxically to
the crisis in financial markets’
and the consequent drastic
reduction of interest rates.’
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All the good band names are taken
The Internet age raises stakes for being first to claim a moniker; two Brooklyn acts are called ‘Discovery’

When former Led Zeppelin
bassist John Paul Jones recently
formed a new rock band, the mu-
sic flowed easily. The struggle: in-
venting a name for the group.

Between takes in a recording
studio, Mr. Jones brainstormed
about names with his new band
mates, including former Nirvana
drummer Dave Grohl, then
checked them online. Their first
choice, Caligula, turned up at least
seven acts named after the deca-
dent Roman emperor, including a
defunct techno outfit from Austra-
lia. Eventually the rockers decided
on Them Crooked Vultures. The
words held no special meaning.

“Every other name is taken,”
Mr. Jones explains. “Think of a
great band name and Google it,
and you’ll find a French-Canadian
jam band with a MySpace page.”

The available supply of punchy
one- or two-word band names is
dwindling. So, many acts are re-
sorting to the unwieldy or non-
sensical.

Among more than 1,900 acts
expected in March at the South by
Southwest music festival
in Austin, Texas, are
bands with the names
And So I Watch You From
Afar, and Everybody Was
In the French Resis-
tance...Now! The f-word is
part of 100 band names in
a media database main-
tained by Gracenote, a
unit of Sony Corp. that li-
censes digital entertain-
ment technology.

For the generations of
musicians, picking a band
name has been as crucial as teas-
ing out a distinctive style. For a
lucky few, a word or phrase can
become iconic. The Beatles, before
they were legends, were briefly
the Silver Beetles, a nod to Buddy
Holly’s Crickets. Jerry Garcia dis-
covered the name Grateful Dead in
a dictionary.

The last decade’s digital revo-
lution not only transformed the
way people listen to music, it
changed the way bands establish
identities. In the past, identically
named acts often carved out liv-
ings in separate regions, oblivious
or indifferent to one another.
Now, it takes only moments for a
musician to create an online pro-
file and upload songs, which can
potentially reach listeners around
the world.

Lawyers say that has raised the
stakes in trademark disputes,
which almost always hinge on
which band first used the name
commercially, and where.

“If 37 people in California
logged on to your MySpace page
last month, you can argue that
you provide goods or services in
California,” even if you’re a Con-
necticut band who hasn’t released
an album or toured out of state,
says Atlanta lawyer Joel R. Feld-
man of Greenberg Traurig LLP.

There are about 1.4 million art-
ist names, including 29 individual
musicians named John Williams,
in the database of Rovi Corp.,
which owns Web sites including
AllMusic.com and licenses edito-
rial content to Apple’s iTunes and
other music services.

Last year, Rovi added an aver-
age of 6,521 new names a month

to its database. And the repeats
are piling up. Eighteen acts, past
and present, laid claim to the
most common name in Rovi’s
files: Bliss. Next up: Mirage and
One, with 15 iterations each, fol-
lowed by Gemini, Legacy, Paradox
and Rain.

In Nashville, country musicians
Susie Brown and Danelle Leverett
are about to release their debut
record through Warner Brothers.
About five years ago, Ms. Lever-
ett, a guitarist, started writing
songs with Ms. Brown, a fiddler. A
friend suggested they call them-
selves the Boppers, “because we
bop our heads when we play,” Ms.
Brown recalls, but they demurred.
Lady Hawk, borrowed from an
’80s fantasy film, stuck with the
duo for only six months, long
enough for them to purchase
matching black shirts emblazoned
with hawks.

By 2006, they had come up
with what they thought was the
perfect country-music moniker:
Jane Deere. It was simple, blue-
collar and a little jokey. But after
their lawyer registered the name
with the U.S. Patent and Trade-

mark Office, the company
behind John Deere trac-
tors took exception. Mo-
line, Ill.-based Deere &
Co. asserted in filings
that the Jane Deere trade-
mark would cause “a like-
lihood of confusion”
among consumers. The
musicians backed down
and the government offi-
cially canceled the Jane
Deere trademark in Janu-
ary 2009.

The musicians went
hunting for a name that was avail-
able, yet wouldn’t alienate their
existing fans. Among the candi-
dates: the Janes, the Dear Janes,
and the Dears. All taken. Finally,
the group settled on the JaneDear
girls, which their new lawyer, Mr.
Feldman, filed with the trademark
office.

Music veterans agree that for
acts already gaining momentum,
changing a name can be disas-
trous. In 1992, a newly formed
band from Scotland called Captain
America was endorsed and invited
on tour by Nirvana front man Kurt
Cobain, who was at the peak of
his fame. After a bidding war,
Captain America was signed by
Atlantic Records, just as Marvel,
publisher of the Captain America
comic book, sent the band a
cease-and-desist order. With its
first U.S. record already in the
pipeline, the group rechristened
itself Eugenius, a reference to
leader Eugene Kelly.

“Overnight, their career de-
flated,” says Steve Greenberg, the
former Atlantic Records talent
scout who landed Captain Amer-
ica. Mr. Greenberg blames the
name drop.

“When people are given the
chance to decide twice about a
band, they don’t always make the
same decision,” he says. “Fans of
Captain America weren’t quite so
sure they were fans of Eugenius.”

Mr. Kelly agrees that the
“worst name ever” derailed Euge-
nius. “A band name should pass
the taxi-driver test: You shouldn’t
have to tell him twice,” says the
Glasgow singer, who is recording a
new album with his pre-Captain

America band, the Vaselines. That
name, he says, “sounds good and
looks good,” but it causes him
some anxiety about the potential
for another corporate dust-up.

The Internet has become a bat-
tlefield for acts squaring off over
the same name. Kathleen
Cholewka turned to Wikipedia to
lay claim to Discovery, the name
of the band she formed in her
Brooklyn, N.Y., basement in 2004,
she says.

Using the open-access encyclo-
pedia, she made edits to the entry
for a more prominent Discovery,
formed by members of the suc-
cessful rock bands Vampire Week-
end and Ra Ra Riot. Ms. Cholewka
wrote that her band “rightfully
owns the trademark” to Discovery,
based on her paid gigs in New

York clubs. She also added a few
jabs about her opponent’s music.

Ms. Cholewka says “the name
is representative of everything
we’ve worked for,” and that her
campaign isn’t about sour grapes.
(The other Discovery, which dates
to 2005 and is also from Brooklyn,
released an album last July and
garnered attention from critics.)
Before her group performed in
Manhattan last Halloween, the
magazine Time Out New York in-
cluded a listing for the concert,
but mistakenly attributed it to the
other Discovery.

With the help of a lawyer
friend, Ms. Cholewka sent a cease-
and-desist letter to her rivals. Af-
ter some initial communication
from the band’s lawyer, Ms.
Chowleka says, she’s gotten no

further response. She doesn’t have
the money to hire a trademark
lawyer, but she says she’s willing
to compromise: “If you want to
buy the name from me, great.”

Ian Montone, who manages the
other Discovery, says the band
won’t haggle over the name: “Bot-
tom line, Discovery is a common
word, and there are multiple
bands using the name—from wed-
ding bands in Cleveland to our-
selves. We’ve made do with coex-
istence.”

BY JOHN JURGENSEN

Two Brooklyn bands named Discovery: Rostam Batmanglij and Wes Miles, left, and Kathleen Cholewka and Lex Marsh.
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the ABC’s of bandnames and listen
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U.K. tax ruling resounds
Court denies nonresident status for millionaire, fueling uncertainty

LONDON—A U.K. court ruling
against a wealthy tax exile creates
uncertainty for high-net worth indi-
viduals seeking to reduce taxes by
living overseas and underscores
broader efforts by authorities here
and in other countries to clamp
down on tax breaks for the rich.

The U.K. Court of Appeal on
Tuesday rejected a case by British-
born millionaire Robert Gaines-Coo-
per, who claimed non-U.K. resident
tax status. Mr. Gaines-Cooper, who
owns an estate in the Seychelles and
is a British citizen, argued that be-
cause he had spent less than 91 days
a year on average in the U.K., he met
the criteria for obtaining nonresi-
dent tax breaks.

The U.K. isn’t alone in trying to
shut loopholes used by the wealthy,
whether at home or abroad. U.S.
President Barack Obama has called
for tax increases on families with in-
come above $250,000. Meanwhile,
Berlin is pursuing wealthy Germans
who hold Swiss bank accounts that
shield hundreds of billions of euros,
by some estimates.

The Court of Appeal said the gov-
ernment was justified in denying Mr.
Gaines-Cooper the tax breaks be-
cause he retained significant per-
sonal ties to the U.K. According to
legal filings and Mr. Gaines-Cooper’s
Web site, the 72-year-old entrepre-
neur kept a residence in Henley-on-
Thames, Oxfordshire, and returned
frequently to the U.K. for business
and social functions. His son was
also born in the U.K. and attended
an English boarding school.

A nonresident must “demon-
strate a distinct break from former
social and family ties within the
U.K.,” the judges said in their ruling.

Peter Vaines, a London-based
lawyer for Mr. Gaines-Cooper at
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey said his
client was disappointed with the rul-
ing and is seeking an appeal. Mr.
Gaines-Cooper “feels he’s been un-
fairly treated,” Mr. Vaines said.

The test for residency in the
U.K.—which effectively means one
can’t spend more than three months
in the U.K. without forfeiting non-
resident tax breaks—is tougher than
some other jurisdictions. The
threshold in the U.S., for instance, is
about four months on average, while
in some other European countries it
is about six months.

“It’s had the effect, together with
revised guidance, of moving the goal
posts and making it much more dif-
ficult for someone who is currently
a U.K. resident to become a non-U.K.
resident for tax purposes,” said An-
drew Tailby-Faulkes, a senior pri-
vate-client partner at Ernst & Young
LLP in the U.K.

Those wanting to claim nonresi-
dence may well have to sell proper-
ties here and leave the U.K. social
scene, added Mr. Tailby-Faulkes.
People “will really have to think
carefully about whether they can en-
dure the disconnect with the U.K.,”
he said.

Mr. Gaines-Cooper’s Web site
said he had distributed jukeboxes in
the U.K. before forming various
businesses abroad, including a medi-
cal-equipment company in the Sey-
chelles. He says that after he left the
U.K. about 30 years ago, he bought
an estate in the Seychelles, where he
met his current wife.

The case also illustrates a
broader shift by the government to
toughen its tax stance toward

wealthy individuals. In April, the
government will increase the in-
come-tax rate to 50% from the cur-
rent 40% for individuals who earn
more than £150,000 ($235,740) an-
nually. That comes on top of stricter
rules on tax breaks for foreigners
who reside in the U.K. but claim
their tax domicile elsewhere. And,
last year, the government set up a
new unit to scrutinize the tax affairs
of the country’s top 5,000 earn-
ers—which broadly speaking cap-
tures those with a net worth of

about £30 million or more.
Robert Mirsky, a managing direc-

tor at Laven Partners Ltd., a London-
based hedge-fund consultancy, says
he has clients who are planning to
or considering moving out of the
U.K., because of the increase in in-
come-tax rates, among other rea-
sons. However, some clients are con-
cerned about whether they will
qualify for nonresident status if they
retain ties to the U.K. People who
are planning to leave are left in
“limbo,” said Mr. Mirsky.

BY CASSELL BRYAN-LOW

Racing driver Lewis Hamilton (left) lives in Switzerland, and Terra Firma
founder Guy Hands said he moved from the U.K. to Guernsey for tax reasons.
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England’s cricketers continue
preparations for next month’s
tour of Bangladesh with a
Twenty20 double-header
against Pakistan in Dubai on
Friday and Saturday.

England is the least suc-
cessful country to have played
over 20 matches in the short-
est format of the sport, with
nine victories in 23 Twenty20
internationals. Pakistan’s 21
wins in 28 games is the highest
success rate of any nation.

As current world champion,
Pakistan is 8/11 favorite to win
Friday’s opener and can be
backed at 11/5 with Stan James
to claim the two-games series.

But a disastrous Australian
tour saw a sweep of defeats in
three Tests, five One-Day Inter-
nationals and a solitary
Twenty20 fixture before further
embarrassment was inflicted by
the Australia ‘A’ side as the
second-string team claimed a
seven-wicket victory this week.
That means England is worth
considering at 6/5 for the
opener and 7/2 for the series.

Paul Collingwood, regular
captain in this form of the
game, has played in all but one
of his country’s matches. He
had a day to forget Wednesday,
scoring one run in the warm-up
defeat to reserve squad Eng-
land Lions. Despite three career
50s and a high score of 79, the
6/1 with William Hill for him to
be top England batsman isn’t
tempting.

Look to all-rounder Luke
Wright, who top scored with 42
Wednesday and is available at
5/1, or take a chance on 4/1-
shot Kevin Pietersen who is
overdue a big knock after a for-
gettable 12 months.

Tip of the day

76

Source: Planet-F1.com

England’s Paul Collingwood
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Four! Skaters tee up the ‘quad’
Athleticism rivals artistry as the quadruple toe loop gains force in men’s competition

VANCOUVER, British Columbia—
Singles figure skating is known as
the glamor sport of the Winter
Olympics. Now it’s time to recognize
the event’s participants for some-
thing else: athletic ability rivaling
that of the world’s most iconic
sports stars.

The men’s figure-skating con-
cludes with the long program today
and with only a narrow difference
between the top three competitors.
After the short program on Tuesday
night, only 0.55 point separated
Russian Evgeni Plushenko, who won
gold at the 2006 Games, from Amer-
ican Evan Lysacek. Yet on technical
grounds, their performances were
starkly different.

Mr. Plushenko, 27 years old, who
came out of retirement last year in
order to regain his Olympic title, be-
gan his performance with the most
athletically challenging move in
skating: the quadruple toe loop—
known as the quad—followed by a
triple toe loop.

For that feat, in which skaters
jump and rotate completely four
times, he earned 14.8 points.

As he left the ice, he gestured as
if he was a fencer putting away his
foil. “I believe the quad is the future
of skating,” he told reporters.

The move, first completed by
Kurt Browning in 1988, is so hard
few thought it was possible until a
few decades ago, requiring an aver-
age hang time of one second and a
launch speed of 15 miles per hour.

That’s faster than Javier Soto-
mayor was traveling in 1993 when
he set the world record for the high
jump and just 6% slower than
Michael Jordan was moving when
he leapt 15 feet from the basket to
dunk a ball in the 1988 National
Basketball Association slam-dunk
competition, according to John Eric
Goff, a physics professor at Vir-
ginia’s Lynchburg College and au-
thor of “Gold Medal Physics.”

Mr. Goff’s data, assembled for
The Wall Street Journal, show that
the average quad requires more
time in the air than Mr. Jordan
needed for his legendary dunk,
which took about 0.84 second. Mr.
Sotomayor, who cleared 96.5 inches
in his record-setting jump, needed
1.15 seconds. Perhaps the most im-
pressive feat Mr. Goff examined was
Bob Beamon’s record-setting long
jump in the 1968 Olympic Games.
Mr. Beamon traveled 29.2 feet—a re-
cord that stood for 23 years—with a
launch speed of 22.2 miles per hour
and a hang time of one second.

Former American figure skater
Timothy Goebel helped popularize
the quad by performing it prolifi-
cally during his 14-year career, in-
cluding the 2002 Games, when he

won the bronze medal. During that
event, he says his rotations per min-
ute were clocked as high as 946; the
average rotations per minute for an
NBA player performing a 360-de-
gree dunk is 100.

“It’s kind of crazy to even think
about,” Mr. Goebel says.

The quad is a divisive issue in
the world of figure skating because
if you perform it well, it boosts your
score like nothing else. Yet if you do

it wrong, it can cost an equally large
chunk. That’s what happened to
Tomas Verner, who attempted the
same combination of quad and tri-
ple as Mr. Plushenko, but ended up
completing only a double toe loop—
and only coming in No. 19 in Tues-
day’s competition.

It has also reignited an old de-
bate in the sport: Which matters
more, athleticism or artistry?

Mr. Lysacek and third-ranked
Daisuke Takahashi from Japan—who
themselves are separated by only

0.05 point—didn’t even attempt the
quad on Tuesday night. Instead,
they were rewarded by judges on
the more subjective side of the
sport, in which they earn points for
their transitions between moves and
their interpretation of the music.

Mr. Lysacek argued that the quad
wasn’t king. “Each step, each spin is
equally important.” he said. He pre-
viously broke his foot training for
the quad, and decided it wasn’t
worth pursuing.

In a news conference after their
performance that largely focused on
the quad, Mr. Plushenko said it is a
sign of athletic advance in figure
skating. “Of course we need transi-
tions and steps—harder and harder.
But I did triples in 1994,” Mr. Plush-
enko said. All sports need new re-
cords, but “I think we stopped.”

Mr. Takahashi said “whether or
not it is necessary depends on the
person.” Although he didn’t do one
Tuesday, he said it was “necessary”
for his overall performance.

Tonight, the medals will be
awarded after the men perform the
longer program, known as a free
skate. In it, more of the men are
likely to attempt the quad but it
could become less of a differentia-
tor, because its overall weight in the
program decreases. Still, the compe-
tition could hardly be tighter.

Mr. Lysacek said: “I won’t take
any step in that free skate for
granted.”

By Geoffrey A. Fowler,
Phred Dvorak

and David Biderman

Figure skating quad, 2002
Launch speed: 15 mph
Hang time: 1 sec

Timothy Goebel

High jump world record, 1993
Launch speed: 14 mph
Hang time: 1.15 secs

Javier Sotomayor

Long jump world record, 1968
Launch speed: 22.2 mph
Hang time: 1 sec

Bob Beamon

NBA Slam Dunk competition, 1988
Launch speed: 16 mph
Hang time: 0.84 secs

Michael Jordan

Hanging tough | Figure skating's quadruple toe loop is one of the most challenging feats in sports
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The move is so hard, few
thought it was possible until
a few decades ago, requiring
an average hang time of one
second and a launch speed of
15 miles per hour.
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Controversies open way for critics
Disputes between scientists over global warming give opponents fresh opportunities to emphasize their case

The spate of recent controversies
about climate research has given
fresh voice to a group of scientists
who question the mainstream view
that human activity is warming the
planet to dangerous levels.

Few scientists disagree that the
earth’s climate has warmed since
1850. But some have long argued
that there are too many uncertain-
ties about man’s role, and that other
factors, such as solar activity and
the greenhouse effect of clouds,
could account for a large part of the
warming trend. Among this group
are researchers who criticize the
limitations of past temperature re-
cords and mathematical models used
to forecast future effects.

Such views have had a fresh air-
ing after recent controversies dog-
ging climate researchers. A United
Nations group, the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change, or
IPCC, has been criticized for publish-
ing an unsubstantiated claim that
Himalayan glaciers would entirely
melt by 2035. A recent report also
included several other claims later
found to lack a scientific basis, in-
cluding predictions of the impact of
climate change on agriculture in Af-
rica and the retreat of Amazonian
rain forests, among others.

News of those discrepancies fol-
lowed a scandal in Britain where the
publication of hacked emails of cli-
mate scientists suggested they had
declined to share their data with fel-
low researchers and tried to squelch
dissenting views.

It’s too soon to tell whether the
critics’ views will make the scientific
community revisit the prevailing
view of man-made climate change.
Many of their colleagues are reso-
lute in their stance that warming is
caused mainly by humankind. The
IPCC has said its errors, while seri-
ous enough for a re-examination of
its procedures, do not change the
central point of its influential 2007
report, which concluded that evi-
dence for the human role in global
warming is “unequivocal”.

“It’s important to say that the
scandals we’ve had don’t change the

fundamental point that global warm-
ing is man-made and we need to
tackle it,” says Bjorn Lomborg, a
Danish academic and environmental
writer. In his view, “the standard
message—that we need to cut a lot
of emissions right now or doom is
upon us—is not correct.” He advo-
cates investments in green technol-
ogy instead of cutting emissions.

The political fallout from the
IPCC’s mistakes was evident Tues-
day when Texas said it was taking
legal action against the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency’s efforts
to curb greenhouse gases under the
Clean Air Act. In its filing, the state
argued that the information the EPA
used to make its decision is based
on data from the IPCC. Alfredo “Al”
Armendariz, EPA regional adminis-
trator for Texas and nearby states,
said he expects the agency’s efforts
to withstand a court challenge. Vir-
ginia Attorney General Kenneth T.
Cuccinelli II asked the EPA to delay
final consideration of that finding so
“newly available information” can be
reviewed, the Associated Press re-
ported.

Among the most vocal of the sci-
entists who have questioned recent
IPCC work is John R. Christy, direc-
tor of the Earth System Science Cen-
ter at the University of Alabama-
Huntsville who contributed to a big
2001 IPCC report. He, like several
other of the critics, was repeatedly
criticized in the hacked emails.

Dr. Christy spent years compar-
ing temperature data from satellites
with ground stations. He concluded
that the reliance on a few well-
known ground-based measuring sta-
tions may vastly overstate how
much temperatures have risen. He
suggests that surface temperatures
are actually measuring an increase
in human development—more and
bigger cities, more asphalt, more
air-conditioning—and not rising
temperatures in the atmosphere.
Most climate scientists, by contrast,
ascribe rising temperatures largely
to man’s introduction of greenhouse
gases into the atmosphere.

Some dissenters have focused on
the complex effect of clouds. Richard
Lindzen, a professor of meteorology
at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and a past contributor
to an IPCC report, says clouds and
water vapor—the main greenhouse
agents in the atmosphere—are
among the least understood factors
in climate science. It’s a limitation
the IPCC acknowledges.

Prof. Lindzen says the key issue
is “climate sensitivity”—how much
will temperatures rise when carbon-
dioxide levels double. He asserts
that climate models include a “posi-
tive feedback” effect whereby clouds

and water vapor act to amplify CO2’s
greenhouse effect. In response to a
doubling of carbon-dioxide levels,
the IPCC has found climate sensitiv-
ity to be between 1.5 degrees and
five degrees Fahrenheit. Prof.
Lindzen says those figures, derived
from models, overstate the case.

He recently published a study
based on radiation measurements
taken from satellites—not mod-
els—and concluded that climate sen-
sitivity as a result of clouds and va-

por was more likely in the 0.3
degrees to 1.2 degrees range, much
lower than the figure accepted by
most researchers.

Dr. Willie Soon, a professor at
Harvard University, believes that
changing levels of solar radiation
are driving huge, slow changes in
the earth’s climate—much as they
did in past centuries. The theory
rests on the fact that the sun emits
different amounts of energy at dif-
ferent times.

BY GAUTAM NAIK
AND KEITH JOHNSON

An IPCC claim that Himalayan glaciers would disappear as early as 2035 turned out to be off by hundreds of years.
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April 17, 2009
The administrator of the
Environmental Protection
Agency declares that
emissions of carbon
dioxide and other
greenhouse gases
threaten public health and
welfare, the legal
prerequisite for regulating
such emissions under the
Clean Air Act.

May 19, 2009
Flanked by representatives
of the auto industry and
environmental groups,
President Obama
announces that the EPA
and the Department of
Transportation will craft
rules aimed at boosting the
fuel economy of U.S.
automobiles and reducing
their emissions of
greenhouse gases.

June 26, 2009
The U.S. House of
Representatives passes
legislation by a 219-212
vote that calls for
cutting U.S. industrial
emissions of greenhouse
gases by 17% from 2005
levels by 2020, including
by requiring companies
to buy permits for
emissions.

Nov. 26, 2009
China announces it will
aim to cut its ‘carbon
intensity’—or the amount
of greenhouse gas it
emits per unit of gross
domestic product—by
40% to 45% below 2005
levels by 2020.

Nov. 17, 2009
Senate Democratic
leaders announce they
will put off debate on a
big climate-change bill
until spring, citing a
desire to first address
legislation on health
care and financial
regulation.

COLD

HOT

Nov. 19, 2009
Emails and documents
hacked from the Climate
Research Unit at East
Anglia University in the U.K.
are cited by global-warming
skeptics who say they call
into question the validity of
U.N.-sponsored reports
contending that the Earth
is heating up and that it’s
largely because of human
activity.

Dec. 19, 2009
A summit on climate
change in Copenhagen,
Denmark, ends with a
final statement that
calls on countries to
“enhance our long-term
cooperative action to
combat climate change,”
but doesn’t legally
obligate any country to
meet a specific target
for reducing emissions.

Jan. 18, 2010
U.N. body on climate
change says it is studying
how its landmark 2007
report came to include a
statement that
Himalayan glaciers would
disappear by 2035.

Feb. 5, 2010
As a huge snowstorm
bears down, the Virginia
Republican Party
releases an ad that
mocks Democrats for
supporting legislation to
fight global warming.

Chills and fevers | Shifting momentum in the climate debate
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C-SUITE: LIFE/WORK

Getting a job is the easy part
At-home parents who return to work force face major adjustments in office and family life

Before Andree Bogaerts re-
turned to work as an attorney last
fall after nine years at home with
her three children, she says, she
took a little training first—“a
crash course in Excel spreadsheets
from my 12-year-old daughter.”

Adapting to new technology
was just one of the big changes
the Larchmont, N.Y., mother had
to tackle after taking such a long
time-out from the work force.

Countless studies and books
have been devoted to the woes of
at-home parents who can’t find a
job; those who manage to break
into the work force are regarded
with amazement and envy—espe-
cially during these days of high
unemployment. In fact, getting the
job is only the first step in a chal-
lenging readjustment.

Not only do former at-home
parents land like real-life Rip van
Winkles in a strange new world of
technology, office fashion and wa-
ter-cooler talk at the office, but
they must simultaneously renego-
tiate their relationships at home,
with spouses and kids. They usu-
ally take a big cut in job status
and pay, while facing pressure at
work to prove themselves again.

Roughly 1.9 million college-
educated mothers would like to
make this leap, based on research
by Carol Fishman Cohen, co-au-
thor of a book on re-entering the
work force after a career break.
U.S. government data show about
2.3 million women with children
under 18 who have at least a col-
lege degree aren’t working, and
private studies suggest that 82%
of them are interested in return-
ing at some point.

The 12 parents I interviewed
who have returned to work with
the past year or two were mostly
thrilled to be back, but they all
faced periods of adjustment. Many
of the returning parents were
bothered by the nonstop emailing
that has replaced the face-to-face
conversations they prefer. Others
had to cram in lessons in such
now-ubiquitous programs as Mi-
crosoft Outlook and Excel.

“I might get a project from my
boss and stand there saying, ‘Oh
yes, yes, I can handle that,”’ says
attorney Rore Middleton, Fair-
field, Conn., who returned to work
last year after nine years at home
with her three children. “Then I’d
run back to a colleague and say, ‘I
have to do this project on Excel.
What does this mean?”’ She is
grateful for the assist from willing
co-workers, she says.

Returning parents also face
pressure to prove themselves on
the job. Ms. Middleton says she
strived “to really make sure I was
in early, I didn’t take too long a
lunch break, I did my projects on
time,” she says. She also made a
point of having open conversa-
tions with her boss, asking ques-
tions and seeking guidance.

Lou Ann Winchell, of Portola
Valley, Calif., a mother of three
and former bank product manager
who was out of the work force
more than a decade, says she was
nervous about performing well
when she resumed work in a simi-
lar role 1½ years ago. “Instead of
spinning my wheels and worry-
ing,” she says, she, too, forced
herself to ask questions.

Ms. Cohen, co-founder of iRe-
launch, which offers career re-en-
try coaching and seminars, recom-
mends asking for a performance
review every six months for the
first two years back after a career
break, to ensure good communica-
tion and evaluate your progress.

Many parents came back to in-
dustries turned upside down.
Mara Feldman, a West Orange,
N.J., mother of three who re-
turned to her career as a pharma-
ceuticals sales representative last
year after an eight-year break, en-
countered a new insurance-reim-
bursement system that has trans-
formed the sales process. “You
kind of have to learn on the fly.
That’s probably the hardest
thing,” she says. “You have to ask
a lot of questions.”

Changing office dynamics can
be a challenge, too. “When I left
my job 10 years ago I was the
youngest executive. Now I come
back and I’m a grandma,” says
Nancy Dandridge, Cypress, Calif., a
mother of two who returned to
work a year ago as a report devel-
oper for a space-technology firm.
While she doesn’t actually have
grandchildren yet, she says some
of her much younger co-workers
were “a little cool” at first. To
build rapport, she talks college
football or asks them about their
weekends. If she gets an impulse
to talk about her own kids, 21 and
19, “I let it pass,” she says, fearing
co-workers “might think, ‘Omi-
gosh, you’re so old!”’

To ease the transition, several

parents sought advance help from
coaches, or took so-called on-
ramping programs. Ms. Middleton
and Ms. Bogaerts enrolled in Pace
Law School’s six-month “New Di-
rections” program, including
training, coaching and an extern-
ship. Ms. Winchell enrolled in a
career re-entry program at Stan-
ford University’s Graduate School
of Business. Before returning to
work after a three-year break to
be at home with her twin boys,
Jevelyn Bonner-Reed, Charlotte,
N.C., took an eight-week “return-
ship” program at Goldman Sachs,
which helps professionals update
their skills and knowledge.

A cut in pay and status usually
comes with the turf. Ms. Feldman
went from a six-figure salary to
making $25 per sales call at first,
although she has since taken a
higher-paying position.

In general, skilled women who
drop out of the work force for
three or more years earn an aver-
age 37% less after returning, com-
pared with those who didn’t take
career breaks, says a 2004 study
of 3,096 college-educated people
by the Center for Work-Life Policy,
New York.

Many returning parents also
make tradeoffs to get the flexibil-
ity they need. Lisa Kirk, a former
bank commercial lending officer
who left the work force for 15
years, turned down a higher-pay-
ing position 2½ years ago to take
an accounting job at a nonprofit.
While adjusting to a lower salary
“was a little difficult,” she ac-

knowledges, the job she chose
gives her the early starting and
leaving times she wants, a 15-min-
ute commute and supportive su-
pervisors, enabling her to stay in-
volved in her teenage sons’ lives.

At home, returning parents
also must renegotiate how child
care and chores are handled, says
Julie Shifman, owner of Act
Three, a Cincinnati career-coach-
ing firm. “There can be some ten-
sion in the marriage over who
does what,” she says.

When Ms. Bogaerts’s au pair
locked herself out of the house on
Ms. Bogaerts’s second day back at
work, she had “a text-messaging
showdown” with her husband,
about who would to let her in, Ms.
Bogaerts says. Her husband
wound up taking the train home.

The transition can hit spouses
hard. Erika Grinius, who returned
to work as a marketing manager
in 2008 after five years spent
mostly at home with her daughter,
says her husband, a college pro-
fessor, has had to reshuffle his re-
search and writing time to do
more child care.

“He has had to take a hit on
his career, to a certain degree, to
make room for mine,” says Ms.
Grinius, of Chicago. Although she
has picked up other duties to help
out, the adjustment is “probably
harder for him than for me.”

Many of the parents also wor-
ried about how the change would
affect their children.

But the kids often prove most
resilient. Ms. Middleton, whose
daughters are 13, 11 and 10, says
her 11-year-old gave her a hard
time, saying, “You used to be a re-
ally good mom, but now, you don’t
have as much time for us.” But
Ms. Middleton talked with all her
kids about how families pitch in
to help each other when changes
need to be made, and they have
since adjusted well.

“They think it is great,” she
says, that “now Mommy has a lit-
tle money in her purse.”

E-mail sue.shellenbarger
@wsj.com.

BY SUE SHELLENBARGER

Mara Feldman, who returned to a
career as a pharmaceutical sales rep,
visits a physician (top) and at the end
of the day relaxes with Noah, Zachary
and Amanda at home in New Jersey.
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Awkward
new-friend
blind dates

EXCERPTS FROM WSJ.COM’S
WORK & FAMILY BLOG

Maintaining old
friendships can be
tough enough if
you have a busy
work and family
life. But making

new friends as an adult,
especially, in a new city and with
a work-at-home job, can be
particularly challenging. That’s
why I’ve become a master of the
“friendship blind date.”

When my husband and I moved
to Austin from New York five
years ago, I knew just one person
who lived here. But before I left
for Texas, I devised a plan to help
meet potential friends. I asked
everyone I knew in New York and
elsewhere if they knew anyone in
Austin.

Soon I had compiled a sizable
list of friends-of-friends. I was
diligent about contacting many of
them and went on a bunch of
new-friend lunches, brunches and
coffee dates.

The process had its share of
stresses. As in a romantic date,
after each set-up I would wonder
if there was long-term potential
or if I came on too strong.
Fortunately, many of these dates
have led to lasting friendships.
But there were definitely a few
potential matches that didn’t go
anywhere friend-wise.

Now that I’m a mom, I
regularly meet other parents at
the playground or at various
activities.

If I meet someone I click with
and think might have friendship
possibilities, I’ve discovered it can
be awkward asking relative
strangers for their numbers or
cards. All I want is friendship, but
it sometimes feel like I’m hitting
on people (non-romantically, of
course.)

—By Rachel Emma Silverman

Readers’ Response:

“What has worked best for me
is finding people who have a
similar schedule and similar goals
for their time, and getting to know
them through regular contact that
circles around some activity.”

“I’ve never been on a friends
blind date, but a romantic blind
date worked for me so I would
definitely consider it if I ever
moved to another city.”

“It’s like playing the lottery.
You have to play in order to
increase your chances.... If you are
not putting yourself out there to
meet people then how do you
expect to build relationships?”

“If I moved to a new town, I
would rather join a club or
religious organization than go on
‘friend blind dates.’”

“We need to start trying to
make friends but with two busy
working couples and kids, it is one
of the first things to drop!”

[ Best of the Juggle ]
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New push expected
on yuan valuation

The mounting political tension
between U.S. and China is poised to
take on a more pronounced eco-
nomic component—with Washing-
ton, in coming months, expected to
press China over what officials see
as an undervalued yuan.

This week, China is facing off
with the U.S. over President Barack
Obama’s planned meeting Thursday
with the Dalai Lama, whom Beijing
alleges has pushed for Tibetan inde-
pendence from China. On Wednes-
day, the U.S. State Department said
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
would also meet Thursday with the
exiled Tibetan spiritual leader.

Those tensions come on top of
January’s announcement that the
U.S. would sell $6.4 billion worth of
arms to Taiwan, which Beijing
claims as part of its territory, and
sparring over a cyberattack on
Google Inc. widely seen as originat-
ing in China.

But for U.S. officials, China’s ex-
change rate is becoming a top con-
cern. Mr. Obama and other officials
argue that the Chinese currency is
undervalued. That makes Chinese
exports artificially cheap in terms of
other currencies, contributing to the
U.S.’s large trade deficit with China
and depriving Americans of jobs.

Also on the economic front, U.S.
officials have taken notice of in-
creasing, vocal concerns among U.S.
multinationals over what these com-
panies view as growing protection-
ist trends in China. For years, these
companies have acted as a ballast
for stable bilateral ties.

“We expect to see actions by
China” to help rebalance global
trade flows, a White House official
said. If Beijing fails to act, that “will
put greater and greater pressure on
the U.S. to respond.”

“We have 10% unemployment

and China is racking up huge trade
surpluses with an undervalued cur-
rency—the politics [of that] are very
tough,” said Kenneth Lieberthal, a
former Clinton administration offi-
cial who now heads Brookings Insti-
tution’s John L. Thornton China
Center in Washington.

Officials and analysts in both
countries say economic codepen-
dence and shared strategic interests
over such issues as North Korea and
nuclear nonproliferation are likely
to ensure that relations generally
remain cooperative.

But lately, that cooperation has
been put to the test. In a meeting
with Senate Democrats this month,
Mr. Obama vowed to “get much
tougher” with China on trade rules,

including currency rates, to ensure
that U.S. goods weren’t at a compet-
itive disadvantage.

The next big test comes in April,
when, under the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988, the

U.S. will decide whether to label
Beijing a “currency manipulator.”

Such a move technically wouldn’t
result in U.S. actions against China.
But invoking the rarely used act—no
countries have been named since

1994—would likely infuriate Beijing
and give Congress new ammunition
to press for concrete action against
China. A senior Treasury Depart-
ment official said no decision on the
matter has been made.

BY KATHY CHEN
AND JASON DEAN

Sticking points
Among the factors contributing
to U.S.-China tensions:

n U.S. concerns that China's currency
is undervalued

n Multinational tech firms' complaints
over law that encourages Chinese
government firms to buy products
with 'indigenous technology'

n U.S.'s announced $5.6 billion
arms-sale deal to Taiwan

n President Obama's planned meeting
with Dalai Lama, Tibet's exiled
spiritual leader

n Cyberattack on Google and other
foreign technology companies,
widely seen as originating in China
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U.S. President Barack Obama
with Chinese President Hu
Jintao in November 2009

Fed minutes
show uptick
in confidence

WASHINGTON—U.S. Federal Re-
serve officials last month were
slightly more confident that the re-
covery was firming and plotted out
an exit strategy that may include
sales of the Fed’s mortgage hold-
ings.

U.S. central bank officials Jan.
26-27 projected the economy would
expand by 3.2% this year, according
to minutes of their meeting, which
were released with the usual lag on
Wednesday. That compares with a
November 2009 forecast the econ-
omy would grow by 3% in 2010.

Given the improved outlook, Fed
officials debated how to best un-
wind the extraordinary stimulus
pumped into the economy over the
past two years to combat the reces-
sion, including the sale of mortgage-
backed securities.

At the January meeting, officials
stuck to a vow to keep interest rates
at a record low for an “extended pe-
riod” since they expect unemploy-
ment to stay high and inflation to
remain low this year.

BY LUCA DI LEO
AND JON HILSENRATH
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Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 371.75 -7.25 -1.91% 714.00 325.00
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 961.00 -13.50 -1.39 1,087.50 819.75
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 509.25 -10.25 -1.97 745.00 472.00
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 92.150 -0.025 -0.03 95.175 85.050
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 3,094 -69 -2.18 3,514 2,066
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 134.65 -0.40 -0.30 190.40 118.30
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 25.57 -1.21 -4.52 29.00 11.90
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 76.11 -0.15 -0.20 94.00 51.38
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,620.00 41 1.59% 2,743 2,150
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 2,256 -30 -1.31 2,356 1,475
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,310 -6 -0.46 1,605 1,306

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 325.90 1.95 0.60 355.00 140.00
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1120.10 0.30 0.03 1,229.00 785.10
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1609.80 -5.00 -0.31 2,011.50 1,045.00
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 2,122.50 42.50 2.04 2,356.50 1,288.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 16,695.00 95.00 0.57 18,250.00 9,945.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 7,140.00 175.00 2.51 7,695.00 3,171.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 2,295.00 77.00 3.47 2,615.00 995.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 2,324.50 89.50 4.00 2,659.00 1,086.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 20,220 515 2.61 21,150 9,475

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 77.73 0.31 0.40 116.70 51.00
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.0168 0.0109 0.54 3.4750 1.3939
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 2.1279 0.0145 0.69 2.2972 1.4475
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 5.363 0.061 1.15 10.800 4.595
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 76.27 0.59 0.78 83.58 51.55
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 611.00 -0.25 -0.04 688.00 502.25

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group
WSJ.com

Currencies London close on Feb. 17
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 5.2613 0.1901 3.8538 0.2595
Brazil real 2.5073 0.3988 1.8365 0.5445
Canada dollar 1.4283 0.7001 1.0462 0.9558

1-mo. forward 1.4284 0.7001 1.0463 0.9558
3-mos. forward 1.4285 0.7000 1.0463 0.9557
6-mos. forward 1.4289 0.6999 1.0466 0.9555

Chile peso 725.70 0.001378 531.55 0.001881
Colombia peso 2637.80 0.0003791 1932.10 0.0005176
Ecuador US dollar-f 1.3653 0.7325 1 1
Mexico peso-a 17.5765 0.0569 12.8742 0.0777
Peru sol 3.8862 0.2573 2.8465 0.3513
Uruguay peso-e 26.827 0.0373 19.650 0.0509
U.S. dollar 1.3653 0.7325 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 5.86 0.170553 4.29 0.232848

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.5179 0.6588 1.1118 0.8995
China yuan 9.3278 0.1072 6.8323 0.1464
Hong Kong dollar 10.6046 0.0943 7.7675 0.1287
India rupee 62.8220 0.0159 46.0150 0.0217
Indonesia rupiah 12656 0.0000790 9270 0.0001079
Japan yen 124.04 0.008062 90.86 0.011007

1-mo. forward 124.02 0.008063 90.84 0.011008
3-mos. forward 123.98 0.008066 90.81 0.011012
6-mos. forward 123.90 0.008071 90.75 0.011019

Malaysia ringgit-c 4.6347 0.2158 3.3948 0.2946
New Zealand dollar 1.9384 0.5159 1.4198 0.7043
Pakistan rupee 115.637 0.0086 84.700 0.0118
Philippines peso 62.924 0.0159 46.090 0.0217
Singapore dollar 1.9197 0.5209 1.4062 0.7112
South Korea won 1564.58 0.0006392 1146.00 0.0008726
Taiwan dollar 43.743 0.02286 32.040 0.03121
Thailand baht 45.292 0.02208 33.175 0.03014

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7325 1.3653
1-mo. forward 1.0001 0.9999 0.7325 1.3652
3-mos. forward 1.0002 0.9998 0.7326 1.3650
6-mos. forward 1.0005 0.9995 0.7329 1.3645

Czech Rep. koruna-b 25.855 0.0387 18.938 0.0528
Denmark krone 7.4429 0.1344 5.4517 0.1834
Hungary forint 271.68 0.003681 199.00 0.005025
Norway krone 8.0132 0.1248 5.8694 0.1704
Poland zloty 3.9825 0.2511 2.9171 0.3428
Russia ruble-d 41.046 0.02436 30.065 0.03326
Sweden krona 9.8104 0.1019 7.1858 0.1392
Switzerland franc 1.4678 0.6813 1.0751 0.9301

1-mo. forward 1.4675 0.6814 1.0749 0.9303
3-mos. forward 1.4669 0.6817 1.0744 0.9307
6-mos. forward 1.4657 0.6823 1.0736 0.9314

Turkey lira 2.0617 0.4850 1.5102 0.6622
U.K. pound 0.8683 1.1517 0.6360 1.5724

1-mo. forward 0.8684 1.1515 0.6361 1.5721
3-mos. forward 0.8688 1.1510 0.6364 1.5714
6-mos. forward 0.8693 1.1503 0.6368 1.5704

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.5147 1.9430 0.3770 2.6526
Egypt pound-a 7.4925 0.1335 5.4880 0.1822
Israel shekel 5.1054 0.1959 3.7395 0.2674
Jordan dinar 0.9669 1.0342 0.7083 1.4119
Kuwait dinar 0.3937 2.5399 0.2884 3.4676
Lebanon pound 2049.92 0.0004878 1501.50 0.0006660
Saudi Arabia riyal 5.1193 0.1953 3.7498 0.2667
South Africa rand 10.3691 0.0964 7.5951 0.1317
United Arab dirham 5.0146 0.1994 3.6730 0.2723

SDR -f 0.8863 1.1283 0.6492 1.5404

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights
from the International Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

58 EUROPE DJ Stoxx 600 247.69 3.31 1.35% -2.2% 35.1%

23 DJ Stoxx 50 2494.62 29.16 1.18 -3.3 32.0

70 Euro Zone DJ Euro Stoxx 259.43 3.56 1.39 -5.6 31.9

21 DJ Euro Stoxx 50 2762.25 41.48 1.52 -6.9 30.4

28 Austria ATX 2535.98 27.05 1.08 1.6 71.2

15 Belgium Bel-20 2512.84 37.36 1.51 ... 43.1

15 Czech Republic PX 1152.5 11.7 1.03 3.2 83.4

21 Denmark OMX Copenhagen 335.31 2.90 0.87 6.2 43.1

19 Finland OMX Helsinki 6616.77 100.60 1.54 2.5 35.9

16 France CAC-40 3725.21 56.17 1.53 -5.4 29.6

19 Germany DAX 5648.34 56.22 1.01 -5.2 34.3

... Hungary BUX 21653.99 446.22 2.10 2.0 109.1

16 Ireland ISEQ 2952.57 54.93 1.90 -0.8 35.8

13 Italy FTSE MIB 21650.81 361.61 1.70 -6.9 30.6

... Netherlands AEX 323.13 4.29 1.35 -3.6 35.6

12 Norway All-Shares 396.18 1.35 0.34 -5.7 48.7

17 Poland WIG 38890.71 527.50 1.38 -2.7 82.4

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

13 Portugal PSI 20 7582.64 42.68 0.57 -10.4 22.4

... Russia RTSI 1421.97 3.81 0.27% -0.3 171.2

10 Spain IBEX 35 10498.6 104.7 1.01 -12.1 33.5

15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 298.23 3.15 1.07 -0.4 47.6

13 Switzerland SMI 6567.60 69.94 1.08 0.3 32.5

... Turkey ISE National 100 53273.30 1524.80 2.95 0.8 123.4

13 U.K. FTSE 100 5276.64 32.58 0.62 -2.5 31.7

51 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 120.76 1.81 1.52 -1.9 49.6

... Australia SPX/ASX 200 4667.86 100.10 2.19 -4.2 36.8

... China CBN 600 26845.32 Closed -7.6 43.4

18 Hong Kong Hang Seng 20534.01 265.32 1.31 -6.1 57.8

18 India Sensex 16428.91 202.23 1.25 -5.9 82.2

... Japan Nikkei Stock Average 10306.83 272.58 2.72 -2.3 36.8

... Singapore Straits Times 2794.06 35.16 1.27 -3.6 69.2

11 South Korea Kospi 1627.43 26.38 1.65 -3.3 46.2

18 AMERICAS DJ Americas 292.13 0.98 0.34 -1.5 46.4

... Brazil Bovespa 67301.84 1446.87 2.20 -1.9 71.4

20 Mexico IPC 31783.83 139.06 0.44 -1.0 69.9

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 3:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.1118 1.7482 1.0341 0.1547 0.0370 0.1894 0.0122 0.2973 1.5179 0.2039 1.0627 ...

Canada 1.0462 1.6450 0.9731 0.1456 0.0348 0.1782 0.0115 0.2798 1.4283 0.1919 ... 0.9410

Denmark 5.4517 8.5722 5.0708 0.7587 0.1813 0.9288 0.0600 1.4579 7.4429 ... 5.2109 4.9035

Euro 0.7325 1.1517 0.6813 0.1019 0.0244 0.1248 0.0081 0.1959 ... 0.1344 0.7001 0.6588

Israel 3.7395 5.8800 3.4783 0.5204 0.1244 0.6371 0.0412 ... 5.1054 0.6859 3.5744 3.3635

Japan 90.8550 142.8604 84.5084 12.6437 3.0220 15.4794 ... 24.2960 124.0398 16.6656 86.8429 81.7195

Norway 5.8694 9.2290 5.4594 0.8168 0.1952 ... 0.0646 1.5696 8.0132 1.0766 5.6102 5.2792

Russia 30.0650 47.2742 27.9648 4.1839 ... 5.1223 0.3309 8.0398 41.0462 5.5148 28.7373 27.0420

Sweden 7.1858 11.2990 6.6838 ... 0.2390 1.2243 0.0791 1.9216 9.8104 1.3181 6.8685 6.4633

Switzerland 1.0751 1.6905 ... 0.1496 0.0358 0.1832 0.0118 0.2875 1.4678 0.1972 1.0276 0.9670

U.K. 0.6360 ... 0.5915 0.0885 0.0212 0.1084 0.0070 0.1701 0.8683 0.1167 0.6079 0.5720

U.S. ... 1.5724 0.9301 0.1392 0.0333 0.1704 0.0110 0.2674 1.3653 0.1834 0.9558 0.8994

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of February 17, 2010

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.40% 26 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 287.47 -1.46% -4.0% 38.2%

2.50 27 World (Developed Markets) 1,124.86 -1.55 -3.7 34.1

2.30 29 World ex-EMU 133.43 -1.48 -2.4 34.5

2.40 31 World ex-UK 1,122.69 -1.54 -3.5 33.7

3.00 27 EAFE 1,484.76 -1.31 -6.1 33.1

2.10 20 Emerging Markets (EM) 932.55 -0.84 -5.8 76.1

3.40 17 EUROPE 84.88 1.02 -3.9 26.9

3.60 20 EMU 160.43 -1.97 -11.1 31.6

3.20 22 Europe ex-UK 91.87 1.11 -5.0 25.9

4.40 15 Europe Value 94.27 1.21 -5.2 30.1

2.40 20 Europe Growth 74.22 0.85 -2.5 24.0

2.20 28 Europe Small Cap 156.98 0.67 -0.1 53.3

1.80 18 EM Europe 284.20 2.02 2.0 93.7

3.60 12 UK 1,557.25 1.49 -3.1 26.7

2.60 26 Nordic Countries 138.21 1.20 1.4 43.3

1.30 20 Russia 735.80 3.24 -1.4 93.9

2.50 16 South Africa 691.10 0.84 -2.3 24.0

2.60 22 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 391.38 -0.79 -6.0 71.4

1.70 -36 Japan 553.70 0.24 -2.6 13.1

2.00 19 China 60.04 0.00 -7.4 60.4

1.00 20 India 664.87 1.24 -6.0 83.4

1.10 16 Korea 454.21 0.42 -5.5 41.9

2.60 232 Taiwan 269.24 0.00 -9.0 68.7

1.90 32 US BROAD MARKET 1,219.60 -1.75 -1.4 35.5

1.40 602 US Small Cap 1,669.79 -1.70 -0.1 49.4

2.70 17 EM LATIN AMERICA 3,833.04 -1.02 -6.9 85.1

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Thomson Reuters is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign
stock quotations, futures and futures options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used
to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

Dow Jones and Dow Jones Stoxx Indexes
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.20% 20 DJ Global Index -a 219.98 0.79% 47.8%

1.94 20 Global Dow 1313.50 1.50% 33.7% 1899.18 0.85 45.2

2.53 58 Stoxx 600 247.70 1.35 35.1 252.59 1.00 47.2

2.63 42 Stoxx Large 200 263.70 1.28 32.7 267.45 0.93 44.6

2.10 -86 Stoxx Mid 200 234.40 1.52 44.9 237.74 1.17 57.9

1.98 -62 Stoxx Small 200 150.50 2.11 53.1 152.57 1.75 66.8

2.58 70 Euro Stoxx 259.40 1.39 31.9 264.56 1.04 43.8

2.67 54 Euro Stoxx Large 200 274.60 1.39 30.6 278.32 1.04 42.3

2.13 -688 Euro Stoxx Mid 200 244.20 1.21 33.8 247.43 0.86 45.8

2.18 -54 Euro Stoxx Small 200 163.00 1.81 51.1 165.05 1.46 64.7

4.09 18 Stoxx Select Dividend 30 1414.80 1.70 32.4 1653.29 1.34 44.3

3.67 25 Euro Stoxx Select Div 30 1677.40 1.32 42.1 1967.66 0.96 54.8

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)

yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

4.25% 15 U.S. Select Dividend -d 647.87 0.14% 45.5%

3.80 15 Infrastructure 1524.90 1.15% 26.9% 1979.23 0.50 37.9

1.24 45 Luxury 884.10 1.25 63.4 1020.36 0.60 77.5

6.33 6 BRIC 50 431.90 2.17 74.8 560.54 1.52 89.9

2.85 15 Africa 50 807.20 1.07 45.9 697.51 0.42 58.5

3.58 17 GCC 1366.83 -0.41 30.3

2.66 18 Sustainability 838.70 1.52 35.7 964.01 0.87 47.5

2.12 15 Islamic Market -a 1926.93 0.56 43.1

2.42 16 Islamic Market 100 1771.10 1.12 21.2 2063.45 0.47 31.7

3.88 17 Islamic Turkey -c 3045.20 1.05 69.3
1.81 24 DJ U.S. TSM 11385.10 0.35 42.5

DJ-UBS Commodity 134.60 -0.28 19.5 133.49 -0.63 30.2

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: DowJones Indexes

GLOBAL MARKETS LINEUP
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U.S. NEWS

The impact of
the much-maligned
U.S. fiscal
stimulus, now
marking its first
birthday, will fade

over time.
Its tangible legacy, sure to be

backdrops for Obama 2012 ads,
will be infrastructure projects
from the rehab of the Brooklyn
Bridge to the new Russian River
Bridge in Mendocino County, Calif.

Among the most durable
changes, though, may be the way
state and local governments
borrow. Now, the municipal-bond
market isn’t on most Americans’
list of top 10 things to think
about.

But it’s big: About $400 billion
in muni bonds were sold last year,
roughly equal to Austria’s entire
annual economic output. The
market undergirds schools, roads
and sewer plants in every
American town. And it collapsed
at the end of 2008.

Because interest on muni
bonds is exempt from federal
taxes and interest on U.S.
Treasury debt is taxed, muni
borrowers usually pay 80% or 90%
of the U.S. Treasury rate. In late
2008, those muni borrowers who
could issue bonds had to pay
twice the U.S. Treasury rate.

So in an obscure corner of the
stimulus bill—where only city
treasurers, bond dealers and big-
time investors paid attention—a
two-year experiment was
launched.

Cities and states could still
offer traditional tax-exempt
bonds, attractive only to high-tax-
bracket investors.

To broaden the pool of
potential investors to those who
don’t pay income taxes, including
foreigners and pension funds,
local governments also could offer
bonds at higher, taxable interest
rates—and the federal government
would pick up 35% of the interest
tab on borrowing done for
building projects.

This was hardly a new idea.
For decades, economists and tax
experts had lectured Washington
that what was justified as helping
local governments borrow cheaply
to finance projects with
widespread public benefits was, in
large measure, a windfall for rich
investors seeking lower tax bills.

As a result, it cost the federal
government more than $1 in
forgone tax revenue to give $1 of
help to state and local
governments. Better, cheaper and
fairer, they advised, would be for
Washington to directly subsidize
municipal borrowing.

Congress almost took the
advice in 1969, but stiff opposition
from mayors, governors and John
Mitchell, the municipal-bond
lawyer who was then attorney
general, killed it.

In 2009, the driving force
wasn’t fairness or tax reform. It
was an emergency. The bond
market was closed to most cities
and states. Many institutional
investors weren’t buying, and
firms that had been insuring

shaky municipal borrowers were
imploding. An urgent need to
draw new investors to buy muni
bonds gave birth to the taxable,
federally subsidized “Build
America Bonds.”

The experiment worked. It
helped revive the muni-bond
market, keeping local construction
projects going. Last year,
$64 billion in Build America Bonds
were issued in 45 states, about
20% of all muni offerings; this
year will be bigger.

Wall Street and U.S. Treasury
estimates show that, after the
federal subsidy, muni issuers of
Build America Bonds save
between one-quarter and one-half
percentage point on borrowing
costs versus issuing tax-exempts.
That’s $1.25 million and
$2.5 million annually on a
$500 million bond issue. New
York’s Metropolitan
Transportation Authority figures
it saved $46 million over the life
of a $750 million Build America
Bond issued last spring.

Bond dealers and investment
bankers are happy, which, of
course, makes everyone else
suspicious. The more borrowing,
the more money the bankers
make, and new choices facing
local governments means more
demand for Wall Street advice.

Investors are happy, too: Build
America Bonds pay more than
corporate bonds with similar
ratings, even though
municipalities rarely default. The
big losers: High-end taxpayers
who have fewer tax-exempt bonds
to buy.

“It was right 40 years ago, and
it’s right today, and it’s nice that
something good comes out of the
stimulus,” says Michael Graetz, a
Columbia Law School tax
professor who did a stint at
Treasury during the George H. W.
Bush years.

Today, beneath partisan
gunfire and ideological clashes in
Washington, one of the few things
on which Democrats and
Republicans in the Senate agree is
that Build America Bonds should
be made permanent. The program
probably will be.

It succeeded in part because
Washington was so generous,
trying to stimulate local
borrowing and building during the
recession.

In making the program
permanent, the president would
broaden purposes for which the
bonds can be issued and reduce
the subsidy to 28% of the interest
tab from 35%, mainly to reduce
the cost to the Treasury.

The smaller subsidy would
make issuing tax-exempt bonds
attractive to local and state
governments in some
circumstances and make buying
them attractive to upper-income
investors, especially if President
Barack Obama manages to raise
their tax rates.

Keeping the traditional tax-
exempt muni-bond market alive a
while longer is prudent; the
market could be an important
safety valve if local and state
governments meet stiff
competition from corporate
borrowers in the taxable-bond
market when the economy revives.

Sometimes, the system works.

[ Capital ]

BY DAVID WESSEL

A stimulus success story
emerges from an old idea

More spending to come
Most of the cash so far has gone to services and government jobs

WASHINGTON—The Obama ad-
ministration’s economic-stimulus
program has delivered about a third
of its total $787 billion budget dur-
ing its first year, much of that to
maintain social services and govern-
ment jobs and to provide tax cuts
for workers. Now, the pace and di-
rection of stimulus spending are
about to change.

Infrastructure spending is set to
step up in the second year of the
stimulus program, which should
mean more money flowing to pri-
vate-sector employers.

Still, economists say that won’t
likely have a big effect on the unem-
ployment rate, which most say is
likely to continue a slow decline as
the broader economy recovers.

The shift could be significant po-
litically, though, because Republi-
cans have criticized the relative lack
of private business hiring directly
attributed to the stimulus.

The approach this week of the
stimulus program’s one-year anni-
versary sparked a new round of par-
tisan statements. Democrats sought
to credit the effort with averting a
deeper recession and Republicans
said the program deserved a failing
grade. But in terms of spending, the
stimulus is largely incomplete.

Most of the money allocated to
specific projects hasn’t been paid
out yet, and there are an additional
$195 billion in tax cuts on the way.

Proponents of the stimulus pro-
gram focused attention on infra-

structure projects during the fight
to win approval for it last year. But
the bulk of the money proposed for
projects like new rail lines and wa-
ter projects—about $180 billion in
all—is likely to be spent this year at
the earliest.

During year one of the stimulus,
only about $20 billion of money was
handed out for infrastructure proj-
ects.

The ramped-up stimulus spend-
ing in 2010 will contribute 1.4 per-
centage points to gross domestic
product growth this year, said Brian
Bethune, chief U.S. financial econo-
mist for IHS Global Insight. But he
says that may not translate into sig-
nificant improvement in the jobless
rate, a growing political threat for
the administration and congres-
sional Democrats.

Infrastructure spending “doesn’t
really have a big impact on net em-
ployment, simply because a lot of
the activity is mechanized,” he said.
“We should be careful of how many
jobs we expect to be created from
that.”

Of the $179 billion in stimulus
funds paid out last year, $112 billion
was in large checks to state govern-
ments to plug holes in school, Med-
icaid and unemployment-benefits
budgets, or to boost funding for es-
tablished programs, such as food
stamps, according to a Wall Street
Journal analysis.

An additional $700 million was
spent on administration, and about
$47 billion has left Washington in
transfer payments, such as $250
checks for Social Security recipi-
ents.

BY LOUISE RADNOFSKY

Stimulus money has subsidized the jobs of 325,000 teachers and schools staff, U.S. government data indicate.

Associated Press

Where it’s going
The U.S. stimulus package signed into law on Feb. 17, 2009 appropriated
$787 billion for spending and tax cuts. A year later, federal agencies have
‘obligated,’ or decided how to distribute, 66% of the spending money.
About half of the obligated funds have been paid out.

Social services,
administration,
transfer
payments

APPROPRIATED OBLIGATED PAID OUT

Infrastructure

$319
billion

$288
billion

93

104 20

229 159

$180
billion

Sources: U.S. federal agency budget accounts as of Jan. 29; WSJ analysis
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Major players � benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,
the biggest and best known companies in
Europe, including the U.K.

Credit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can see
spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes below
are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread, since most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe: 12/1 0.92 100.37% 0.01% 1.00 0.65 0.83

Eur. High Volatility: 12/1 1.40 98.20 0.01 1.76 0.92 1.30

Europe Crossover: 12/1 5.09 99.65 0.05 6.15 3.79 4.95

Asia ex-Japan IG: 12/1 1.15 99.33 0.01 1.34 0.87 1.07

Japan: 12/1 1.54 97.50 0.01 1.68 0.99 1.35

Note: Data as of February 16

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for
corporate debt;
based on Markit
iTraxx indexes.

In percentage points
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Source: Markit Group

Hedge funds
Dow Jones TOTAL RETURN for rolling periods, net of fees*
Hedge Benchmark One week One month One quarter Year to date One year

Merger Arbitrage 0.04% -1.75% -0.8% -1.8% 4.2%

Event Driven 0.32 -1.99 0.8 -1.0 12.3

Equity Long/Short 1.21 -1.80 1.7 0.1 3.5

*Estimates as of 02/16/10, after fees; Source: www.djhedgefundindexes.com

Tracking
credit
markets �
dealmakers

Follow the markets
throughout the day with
updated stock quotes,
news and commentary at
WSJ.com.
Also, receive email alerts
that summarize the day’s
trading in Europe and Asia.
To sign up, go to
WSJ.com/Email

WSJ.com

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 16
LAST: 10309.24 s 40.43, or 0.39%

YEAR TO DATE: t 118.81, or 1.1%

OVER 52 WEEKS s 2,753.61, or 36.4%

Note: Price-to-earnings ratios are for trailing 12 months
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Dow Jones Stoxx 50: Wednesday's best and worst...

Market value, Previous
in billions close, in STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry of US$ local currency Previous session 52-week Three-year

ING Groep Netherlands Life Insurance $35.9 6.81 5.61% 78.5% -73.6%

Intesa Sanpaolo Italy Banks 43.7 2.70 4.25 26.5 -51.7

BNP Paribas France Banks 82.7 51.15 3.96 113.8 -36.0

AXA France Full Line Insurance 48.1 15.56 3.87 42.6 -52.0

Barclays U.K. Banks 54.2 3.02 2.91 224.0 -60.2

BP U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas $186.1 5.73 -2.65% 19.9 9.8

ArcelorMittal Luxembourg Iron & Steel 60.1 28.18 -1.02 52.0 -27.1

BG Grp U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 65.2 11.59 -0.81 12.9 66.5

RWE Germany Multiutilities 46.1 64.56 0.14% 17.3 -17.6

Anglo Amer U.K. General Mining 51.6 24.44 0.18 99.0 -6.3

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,

Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE
Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Soc. Generale 42.4 42.00 2.44% 89.8% -64.8%
France (Banks)
Deutsche Bk 39.6 46.74 2.11 131.7 -56.0
Germany (Banks)
UniCredit 52.7 2.00 2.01 136.2 -65.6
Italy (Banks)
HSBC Hldgs 186.4 6.81 1.98 55.1 -14.0
U.K. (Banks)
ABB 42.7 19.77 1.91 40.5 -6.0
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
Nokia 50.0 9.78 1.77 9.0 -44.1
Finland (Telecommunications Equipment)
BASF 52.1 41.55 1.74 79.1 9.6
Germany (Commodity Chemicals)
L.M. Ericsson Tel B 30.4 73.15 1.74 -0.5 -43.1
Sweden (Telecommunications Equipment)
Siemens 80.3 64.30 1.66 43.9 -23.6
Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Unilever 52.0 22.20 1.65 43.0 10.5
Netherlands (Food Products)
Assicurazioni Genli 35.8 16.85 1.63 27.3 -43.2
Italy (Full Line Insurance)
Banco Santander 110.4 9.91 1.48 89.9 -26.8
Spain (Banks)
Allianz SE 50.6 81.98 1.39 42.6 -47.6
Germany (Full Line Insurance)
Roche Hldg Pt. Ct. 118.4 181.20 1.34 23.1 -20.6
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Daimler 47.9 33.04 1.30 51.0 -38.8
Germany (Automobiles)
Iberdrola 42.8 5.96 1.26 10.0 -31.2
Spain (Conventional Electricity)
UBS 48.2 14.56 1.25 19.3 -78.5
Switzerland (Banks)
Rio Tinto 81.9 34.00 1.25 118.5 47.4
U.K. (General Mining)
Telefonica 110.2 17.16 1.24 22.8 0.5
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
Novartis 144.0 58.55 1.21 19.2 -18.4
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)

Latest,
Market value, in local STOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) in billions (U.S) currency Latest 52-week Three-year

Nestle 173.5 51.10 0.99% 38.0% 10.1%
Switzerland (Food Products)
Diageo 45.6 10.50 0.96 23.0 1.4
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
France Telecom 60.9 16.85 0.90 -4.2 -20.4
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
British Amer Tob 68.2 21.44 0.70 21.1 36.9
U.K. (Tobacco)
SAP 54.2 32.37 0.67 15.4 -8.2
Germany (Software)
Sanofi-Aventis 96.7 53.88 0.60 16.6 -19.3
France (Pharmaceuticals)
Credit Suisse Grp 52.8 47.92 0.59 64.5 -47.6
Switzerland (Banks)
Royal Dutch Shell A 98.3 20.30 0.57 5.1 -18.9
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
E.ON 72.9 26.69 0.53 21.7 -25.5
Germany (Multiutilities)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 51.9 10.15 0.50 65.1 -46.4
Spain (Banks)
Deutsche Telekom 56.9 9.55 0.45 -0.9 -28.8
Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)
Bayer 56.9 50.42 0.42 18.6 13.6
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
GDF Suez 83.4 27.03 0.39 2.1 -21.1
France (Multiutilities)
ENI 92.6 16.93 0.36 0.4 -29.3
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
Vodafone Grp 128.0 1.40 0.36 8.9 -4.9
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)
Total 136.7 42.63 0.28 7.9 -18.7
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
GlaxoSmithKline 111.9 12.45 0.28 4.8 -14.7
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
Astrazeneca 63.9 27.95 0.27 11.5 -3.9
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
BHP Billiton 69.4 19.78 0.23 71.6 84.8
U.K. (General Mining)
Tesco 53.4 4.28 0.23 24.9 -3.0
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)

Sources: Dow Jones Indexes; WSJ Market Data Group

DJIA component stocks
Volume, CHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&T T 18.40 $25.40 0.08 0.32%
Alcoa AA 25.30 13.60 -0.14 -1.02
AmExpress AXP 9.30 39.05 -0.57 -1.44
BankAm BAC 225.70 15.66 0.50 3.30
Boeing BA 4.00 61.82 0.56 0.91
Caterpillar CAT 7.90 57.50 0.38 0.67
Chevron CVX 8.40 72.84 -0.15 -0.21
CiscoSys CSCO 43.40 24.07 0.07 0.29
CocaCola KO 8.00 55.33 0.51 0.93
Disney DIS 9.10 30.86 0.39 1.28
DuPont DD 6.70 33.13 0.39 1.19
ExxonMobil XOM 20.00 65.76 -0.52 -0.78
GenElec GE 57.60 16.15 0.11 0.69
HewlettPk HPQ 20.40 50.12 0.68 1.38
HomeDpt HD 20.10 30.02 0.58 1.97
Intel INTC 44.10 20.66 -0.06 -0.29
IBM IBM 5.00 126.33 1.10 0.88
JPMorgChas JPM 33.00 40.04 -0.03 -0.07
JohnsJohns JNJ 8.80 63.98 0.37 0.58
KftFoods KFT 24.10 28.63 -0.34 -1.17
McDonalds MCD 5.10 64.26 0.25 0.39
Merck MRK 11.20 37.34 -0.32 -0.85
Microsoft MSFT 42.10 28.59 0.24 0.85
Pfizer PFE 55.80 17.67 -0.05 -0.28
ProctGamb PG 13.00 62.89 0.06 0.10
3M MMM 3.00 80.14 0.20 0.24
TravelersCos TRV 4.30 51.75 0.14 0.27
UnitedTech UTX 5.50 67.35 1.44 2.19
Verizon VZ 8.60 29.14 -0.04 -0.14

WalMart WMT 14.90 54.06 0.50 0.93

Source: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps: European companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Rep Iceland 586 –21 –26 51

Wind Acquisition Fin 596 –13 17 55

Colt Telecom Group 187 –7 –3 32

Clariant 169 –6 2 41

ProSiebenSat 1 Media 530 –6 –26 –47

UPC Hldg 585 –5 1 46

Rep Portugal 187 –5 –32 59

Virgin Media Fin 408 –4 2 5

Anglo Irish Bk 316 –4 –6 –12

Raiffeisen Zentralbank
Oesterreich 180 –3 –4 31

And the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis points

Yesterday Yesterday Five-day 28-day

Valeo 217 10 30 50

GKN Hldgs 218 11 28 54

Peugeot 274 12 25 54

Xstrata 187 13 21 72

Renault 281 13 24 51

ISS Hldg 668 15 47 121

Fiat 430 17 68 159

AB Volvo 226 22 41 67

HeidelbergCement 405 24 73 143

DSG Intl 718 41 120 203

Source: Markit Group

BLUE CHIPS � BONDS

US: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO,
follow-on or
convertible equity
offering is one or
more investment
banks. At right,
investment banks
historical and year-
to-date revenues
from global equity-
capital-market
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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WORLD NEWS

Poll: China’s lost momentum
Most private analysts who study

China think its economic recovery
lost some momentum in the fourth
quarter of 2009, a new poll by The
Wall Street Journal shows.

The finding runs counter to offi-
cial statistics that indicate a recent
acceleration in growth, and high-
lights the conflicting signals China’s
economy is sending at a time when
the leadership is trying to contain
potential bubbles without derailing
the expansion.

The median estimate in the Jour-
nal’s poll put growth in China’s
gross domestic product in the
fourth quarter at 10.1% over the pre-

vious quarter on an annualized, sea-
sonally adjusted basis—the way that
most major economies measure
growth. That is down from the me-
dian estimate of 10.7% growth for
the third-quarter.

China’s statistics bureau reports
GDP growth in year-on-year terms,
and the difference can be signifi-
cant. It said last month that the na-
tion’s GDP grew 10.7% in the fourth
quarter from a year earlier, a
growth rate that accelerated from
the third quarter’s 9.1%. Even before
those strong numbers were re-
leased, China’s central bank had al-
ready signaled a new and tougher
stage in policy by starting a series
of increases in banks’ reserve re-

quirements, measures that reduce
funds available for lending.

But at turning points like these,
year-ago comparisons aren’t that
helpful: they just show that China’s
economy is now doing much better
than it was during the depths of the
financial crisis in late 2008. What’s
more important is how the economy
is doing now relative to a few
months ago. That is why the U.S.
and most other big economies also
use the quarter-on-quarter, season-
ally adjusted measure.

In the latest poll, eight of the 10
economists who responded thought
growth in the fourth quarter was
slower than in the third quarter, and
most are forecasting a further grad-

ual slowdown over the rest of 2010
to around 9%. China’s policy makers
are aware that year-on-year com-
parisons will flatter current growth
rates. The importance of using se-
quential estimates of economic
growth was recently highlighted by
Premier Wen Jiabao himself.

“We must take full account of
the base effect from last year,
strengthen the sequential analysis
of major economic indicators and
closely follow changes in market de-
mand, in order to accurately ap-
praise the trend and make macro-
economic policies more targeted
and effective,” Mr. Wen said at a
State Council meeting on Jan. 19, ac-
cording to a government statement.

BY ANDREW BATSON

Sources: The Wall Street Journal poll;
People’s Bank of China
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BUSINESSES FOR SALE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Notable CommercialNotable CommercialNotable CommercialNotable Commercial
Properties.Properties.Properties.Properties.

Commercial Listings Every Wednesday.Commercial Listings Every Wednesday.Commercial Listings Every Wednesday.Commercial Listings Every Wednesday.

List Your Property Today.List Your Property Today.List Your Property Today.List Your Property Today.

Call 44-20-7842-9600 or 49-69-971-4280Call 44-20-7842-9600 or 49-69-971-4280Call 44-20-7842-9600 or 49-69-971-4280Call 44-20-7842-9600 or 49-69-971-4280

Is Your Commercial
Real Estate Broke?

Need a specialist to get it fixed?
Consulted for 25 years at the highest

levels of commercial real estate. Get help!
888-284-7312

Mike@asonegroup.com
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à As with all investments,
appropriate advice should

be obtained prior to
entering into any
binding contract. à

Seeking investors for Private
Investment in Public Equity (PIPE)

for OTCBB and NASDAQ companies.
Also, seeking European

marketing representative for
PIPE investments.

john@berkshire-inc.com
www.berkshire-inc.com

BUSINESS SERVICES

INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

ForeFront Properties presents:
Prime 8.5 Acre Development Site

Affluent community near-north Chicago,
Touhy & Lincoln, Lincolnwood, Illinois

Zoned B3 (Village Center)
Mixed Use/Investment Opp.
Dave LeCavalier, CCIM
847-272-4030 (x2)
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Carson Wong tel: +852 2831-6481; email: carson.wong@dowjones.com

NAV —%RETURN—
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV —%RETURN—
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV —%RETURN—
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

NAV —%RETURN—
FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 02/16 GBP 8.00 -3.0 23.0 -2.7
Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 02/16 EUR 6.26 -3.7 16.1 -14.0
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 02/16 USD 16.59 -4.4 65.9 -7.7
Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 02/16 EUR 12.11 -13.0 26.3 -10.6
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 02/16 USD 14.55 -3.1 25.5 -10.7
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 02/16 EUR 7.22 -7.9 21.2 -12.4
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 02/16 EUR 9.00 -7.6 17.8 -12.9
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 02/16 JPY 492.52 -3.6 25.5 -14.8
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 02/16 USD 9.35 -0.9 15.3 -5.2
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 02/16 USD 11.54 1.0 15.5 0.1
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 02/16 EUR 10.94 1.0 23.2 -0.1
Andorfons EU BD AND 02/16 EUR 14.59 0.6 26.8 -1.4
Andorfons Alternative Premium OT OT AND 12/31 EUR 98.97 7.1 7.1 -7.7
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 02/16 EUR 9.50 -0.6 24.1 -7.2
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 02/16 EUR 9.06 -2.2 20.7 -12.8

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 02/05 USD 280811.90 2.3 117.7 10.5

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 9.16 -0.1 -5.3 -3.2
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 201.43 -1.6 19.5 -7.2
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 02/17 EUR 173.17 -2.8 17.1 -5.3
DJE-Div& Substanz P GL EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 213.88 -0.6 23.9 -2.6
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 170.11 -0.1 23.4 -6.1
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 02/17 EUR 132.04 1.1 8.3 4.1
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 148.52 -6.0 51.9 -3.6
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 144.51 -6.0 51.3 -4.1
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 16.50 -6.8 26.0 -1.8
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 16.94 3.4 81.0 -3.8

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 350.10 42.6 42.6 6.0
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 207.66 58.5 58.5 -12.4
Sel Euro Equity EUR US EQ GGY 12/31 EUR 96.29 29.2 29.2 -18.8
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 12/31 USD 181.94 32.3 32.3 -19.9
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 189.25 31.8 31.8 -16.8
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 143.46 11.2 11.2 -1.1
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 12/31 USD 143.75 59.0 59.0 -9.7
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 123.56 22.6 22.6 -14.9
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 168.82 29.1 29.1 -14.5

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI OT OT SVN 02/16 EUR 24.13 -0.8 1.8 -38.6
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 02/16 EUR 36.40 4.8 93.5 -7.3

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Republikas square 2a, Riga, LV-1522, Latvia
www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 02/16 EUR 14.08 5.3 56.3 1.8
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 02/16 USD 15.29 4.4 73.4 5.0
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 02/16 USD 20.07 2.8 122.0 -17.3

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
PF (LUX)-Agriculture-Pca OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 125.20 3.2 NS NS
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Ica AS EQ LUX 02/17 USD 164.52 -6.2 69.0 -12.1
PF (LUX)-Asian Eq-Pca AS EQ LUX 02/17 USD 156.40 -6.3 67.5 -13.0
PF (LUX)-Biotech-Pca OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 288.37 1.9 -6.0 -4.9
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pca CH MM LUX 02/16 CHF 124.20 0.0 0.1 0.8
PF (LUX)-CHF Liq-Pdi CH MM LUX 02/16 CHF 93.39 0.0 0.1 0.8
PF (LUX)-Digital Comm-Pca OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 111.93 -4.2 42.4 -3.6
PF (LUX)-East Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 335.57 6.7 142.4 -11.9
PF (LUX)-Emg Mkts-Pca GL EQ LUX 02/17 USD 501.65 -5.9 73.8 -13.8
PF (LUX)-Eu Indx-Pca EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 97.55 -3.4 32.8 -9.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pca EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 389.22 1.2 5.3 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Bds-Pdi EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 285.42 1.2 5.3 2.8
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pca EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 150.13 1.5 18.1 6.5
PF (LUX)-EUR Cp Bd-Pdi EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 101.78 1.5 18.1 6.5
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pca EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 147.74 1.0 50.5 7.6
PF (LUX)-EUR HiYld-Pdi EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 80.98 1.0 50.6 7.6
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pca EU MM LUX 02/16 EUR 136.02 0.0 0.7 2.1
PF (LUX)-EUR Liq-Pdi EU MM LUX 02/16 EUR 96.70 0.0 0.7 2.1
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 102.41 0.0 0.3 NS
PF (LUX)-EUR Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 99.93 0.0 0.3 NS

PF (LUX)-Europ Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 396.56 -2.8 33.8 -12.1
PF (LUX)-EuSust Eq-Pca EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 128.94 -3.1 33.2 -10.1
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pca GL BD LUX 02/16 USD 243.77 0.2 29.9 9.8
PF (LUX)-Gl Em Dbt-Pdi GL BD LUX 02/16 USD 158.32 0.2 29.9 9.8
PF (LUX)-Gr China-Pca AS EQ LUX 02/10 USD 318.98 -9.2 54.4 -8.1
PF (LUX)-Indian Eq-Pca EA EQ LUX 02/17 USD 347.24 -3.7 99.9 -13.5
PF (LUX)-Jap Index-Pca JP EQ LUX 02/17 JPY 8848.68 -0.4 23.5 -16.9
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Ica JP EQ LUX 02/17 JPY 7726.13 -0.3 20.5 -19.6
PF (LUX)-Jp Eq Sel-Pca JP EQ LUX 02/17 JPY 7487.33 -0.3 19.8 -20.1
PF (LUX)-JpEq130/30-Pca JP EQ LUX 02/17 JPY 4385.24 -0.7 26.4 -15.2
PF (LUX)-MidEast&NorAfr-Pca OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 46.67 4.1 NS NS
PF (LUX)-Pacif Idx-Pca AS EQ LUX 02/17 USD 263.41 -3.6 87.9 -4.3
PF (LUX)-Piclife-Pca CH BA LUX 02/16 CHF 790.70 0.0 14.7 -1.0
PF (LUX)-PremBrnds-Pca OT EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 65.53 0.3 59.0 -1.0
PF (LUX)-Rus Eq-Pca OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 66.64 3.4 180.0 -13.5
PF (LUX)-Security-Pca GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 96.02 -3.6 33.6 -0.6
PF (LUX)-Sm Cap Eu-Pca EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 450.66 -0.5 35.4 -9.5
PF (LUX)-Timber-Pca OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 102.10 -4.2 65.9 NS
PF (LUX)-US Eq-Ica US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 101.40 -1.4 32.8 -7.6
PF (LUX)-USA Index-Pca US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 89.11 -1.7 34.0 -8.7
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pca US BD LUX 02/16 USD 515.29 1.5 0.4 3.4
PF (LUX)-USD Gov Bds-Pdi US BD LUX 02/16 USD 368.45 1.5 0.4 3.4
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pca US MM LUX 02/16 USD 131.02 0.0 0.5 1.2
PF (LUX)-USD Liq-Pdi US MM LUX 02/16 USD 84.84 0.0 0.5 1.2
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pca OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 101.55 0.0 0.1 NS
PF (LUX)-USD Sov Liq-Pdi OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 100.05 0.0 0.1 NS
PF (LUX)-Water-Pca GL EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 123.37 -0.5 16.2 -6.8
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pca GL BD LUX 02/17 USD 165.07 0.0 6.1 4.4
PF (LUX)-WldGovBds-Pdi GL BD LUX 02/17 USD 133.86 0.0 6.1 4.4

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 02/16 USD 13.06 -2.9 64.9 3.5
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 02/17 USD 16.29 2.5 27.9 1.8
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT OT IRL 02/16 USD 12.88 -0.4 NS NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT OT IRL 02/16 USD 12.86 -0.4 NS NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited
Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 01/29 USD 112.06 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 10.82 35.9 -24.7 -17.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 01/29 USD 135.35 -1.4 4.9 11.0
Europn Forager USD B OT OT CYM 01/29 USD 226.16 1.0 27.2 5.0
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 06/30 USD 14.25 2.2 -4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 309.60 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 01/29 USD 187.02 1.7 16.5 5.0

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: +6221 25574 883 Fax: +6221 25574 893 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund EA EQ CYM 02/10 USD 124.51 -2.2 125.8 -3.3

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
Actions France A EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 661.53 -6.5 29.1 -10.8
Core Eurozone Eq B EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 774.65 -6.9 30.4 NS
Euro Fixed Income A EU BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1269.50 2.0 14.2 0.3
Euro Fixed Income B EU BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1356.32 2.1 14.9 0.9
Euro Small Cap A EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 1187.67 -1.1 38.9 -12.2
Euro Small Cap B EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 1273.18 -1.0 39.7 -11.7
Eurozone Agg Eq A EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 623.75 -4.9 33.7 -12.4
Eurozone Agg Eq B EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 897.08 -4.8 34.5 -11.9
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) A GL BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1406.26 2.3 16.3 3.9
Glbl Bd (EuroHdg) B GL BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1493.78 2.3 17.0 4.6
Glbl Bd A EU BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1169.61 5.8 12.3 7.2
Glbl Bd B EU BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1246.61 5.9 13.0 7.9
Glbl Real Estate A OT EQ IRL 02/16 USD 845.09 -5.8 58.8 -15.9
Glbl Real Estate B OT EQ IRL 02/16 USD 871.92 -5.7 59.8 -15.4
Glbl Real Estate EH-A OT EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 760.07 -5.6 49.5 -16.6
Glbl Real Estate SH-B OT EQ IRL 02/16 GBP 71.62 -5.4 49.8 -16.5
Glbl Strategic Yield A EU BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1608.70 0.1 37.2 5.0
Glbl Strategic Yield B EU BD IRL 02/16 EUR 1722.87 0.2 38.0 5.6
Japan Equity A JP EQ IRL 02/16 JPY 11279.65 -3.1 22.8 -17.6
Japan Equity B JP EQ IRL 02/16 JPY 12031.65 -3.0 23.5 -17.1
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq A AS EQ IRL 02/16 USD 2136.65 -6.5 81.0 -5.8
PacBasn (Ex-Jap) Eq B AS EQ IRL 02/16 USD 2282.02 -6.5 82.1 -5.2
Pan European Eq A EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 927.86 -3.6 34.6 -11.7
Pan European Eq B EU EQ IRL 02/16 EUR 989.88 -3.5 35.4 -11.2
US Equity A US EQ IRL 02/16 USD 859.48 -1.5 40.7 -9.4
US Equity B US EQ IRL 02/16 USD 920.91 -1.4 41.6 -8.9
US Small Cap A US EQ IRL 02/16 USD 1269.27 -1.5 39.8 -9.5
US Small Cap B US EQ IRL 02/16 USD 1360.90 -1.4 40.7 -9.0

n SEB ASSET MANAGEMENT S.A.
www.seb.se
n SEB Fund 1
Asset Sele C EUR OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 13.39 -3.5 -5.6 6.5
Asset Sele C H-CHF OT OT LUX 02/17 CHF 92.87 -3.5 NS NS
Asset Sele C H-GBP OT OT LUX 02/17 GBP 94.15 -3.4 -5.5 NS
Asset Sele C H-JPY OT OT LUX 02/17 JPY 9332.34 -3.4 NS NS
Asset Sele C H-NOK OT OT LUX 02/17 NOK 107.65 -3.2 -4.3 NS
Asset Sele C H-SEK OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 134.35 -3.4 -6.0 7.0
Asset Sele C H-USD OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 93.99 -3.4 -5.5 NS
Asset Sele D H-SEK OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 126.08 -3.4 -6.0 NS
Choice Global Value -C- GL EQ LUX 02/17 SEK 74.33 -3.6 29.8 -13.8
Choice Global Value -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 71.21 -3.6 29.8 -13.8
Choice Global Value -I- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 6.79 1.1 47.4 -15.1

Choice Japan Fd -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 JPY 47.20 0.7 18.8 -18.2
Choice Japan Fd -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 JPY 42.44 0.7 18.9 -18.2
Choice Jpn Chance/Risk JP EQ LUX 02/17 JPY 49.60 -2.6 27.6 -20.7
Choice NthAmChance/Risk US EQ LUX 02/17 USD 3.84 -2.2 41.7 -9.5
Ethical Europe Fd OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 1.92 -2.0 37.8 -15.1
Europe 1 Fd OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 2.78 -1.6 40.6 -14.4
Europe 3 Fd EU EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 3.91 -3.9 34.3 -16.1
Global Chance/Risk Fd GL EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 0.60 -0.1 24.9 -8.1
Global Fd -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 2.05 -3.7 38.3 -11.9
Global Fd -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 1.28 -3.7 38.2 NS
Nordic Fd OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 5.81 -0.9 37.3 -3.9

n SEB Fund 2
Choice Asia ex. Japan -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 7.06 -4.6 72.2 -7.2
Choice Asia ex. Japan -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 1.24 -4.6 72.2 NS
Currency Alpha EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 10.18 -1.1 -4.9 0.9
Currency Alpha EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 10.08 -1.2 -5.3 0.4
Currency Alpha SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 94.66 -1.1 -8.6 -1.2
Currency Alpha SEK -RC- OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 98.79 -1.2 -5.3 0.4
Generation Fd 80 OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 7.70 -2.7 20.4 -5.2
Nordic Focus EUR NO EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 80.88 0.2 57.6 -2.7
Nordic Focus NOK NO EQ LUX 02/17 NOK 81.02 0.2 57.6 -2.7
Nordic Focus SEK NO EQ LUX 02/17 SEK 85.26 0.2 57.6 -2.7
Russia Fd OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 9.45 6.9 176.2 -7.2

n SEB Fund 3
Choice North America Eq. Fd US EQ LUX 02/17 USD 1.78 -2.7 37.7 -9.3
Ethical Glbl Fd -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 0.79 -5.4 21.7 NS
Ethical Glbl Fd -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 0.77 -6.1 47.2 -9.6
Ethical Sweden Fd NO EQ LUX 02/17 SEK 40.93 -1.8 51.2 4.0
Index Linked Bd Fd SEK OT BD LUX 02/17 SEK 13.29 1.0 4.9 3.6
Medical Fd OT EQ LUX 02/17 USD 3.27 -1.8 18.7 -4.2
Short Medium Bd Fd SEK NO MM LUX 02/17 SEK 8.80 0.0 0.5 1.9
Technology Fd -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 0.20 -4.9 NS NS
Technology Fd -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 2.40 -4.9 55.1 -0.4
World Fd -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 27.92 -1.9 NS NS
World Fd -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 2.12 -1.9 50.3 -5.8

n SEB Fund 4
Short Bond Fd EUR -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 1.27 0.0 -0.3 0.8
Short Bond Fd EUR -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 NA 0.50 NS NS NS
Short Bond Fd SEK NO MM LUX 02/17 SEK 21.95 0.0 1.0 2.1
Short Bond Fd USD US MM LUX 02/17 USD 2.49 -0.1 -0.4 0.5

n SEB Fund 5
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -A- NO BD LUX 10/22 SEK 10.34 2.8 3.9 0.8
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -B- NO BD LUX 10/22 SEK 8.95 2.8 3.9 0.8
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 10/23 SEK 25.85 2.5 3.4 0.6
Alpha Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 10/23 SEK 8.05 2.5 3.4 0.6
Alpha Short Bd SEK -A- NO MM LUX 10/22 SEK 11.09 2.6 3.7 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -B- NO MM LUX 10/22 SEK 10.14 2.6 3.7 3.1
Alpha Short Bd SEK -C- NO MM LUX 10/23 SEK 21.68 2.5 3.6 2.9
Alpha Short Bd SEK -D- NO MM LUX 10/23 SEK 8.21 2.5 3.6 2.9
Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 02/17 SEK 42.99 0.3 2.7 6.0
Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 02/17 SEK 12.49 0.3 2.7 5.4
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -C- EU BD LUX 02/17 EUR 1.29 1.6 19.0 4.3
Corp. Bond Fd EUR -D- EU BD LUX 02/17 EUR 0.99 1.8 18.9 4.1
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -C- NO BD LUX 02/17 SEK 12.75 1.4 17.9 2.4
Corp. Bond Fd SEK -D- NO BD LUX 02/17 SEK 9.64 1.4 17.9 2.5
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -ID- NO BD LUX 02/17 EUR 106.29 1.6 2.6 3.1
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd EUR -RC- NO BD LUX 02/17 EUR 110.59 1.5 7.1 5.2
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -ID- OT OT LUX 12/17 SEK 121.91 NS NS NS
Danish Mortgage Bond Fd SEK -RC- NO BD LUX 02/17 SEK 1094.63 1.5 7.1 5.2
Flexible Bond Fd -C- NO BD LUX 02/17 SEK 21.33 -0.1 1.0 3.7
Flexible Bond Fd -D- NO BD LUX 02/17 SEK 11.67 -0.1 1.0 3.7

n SEB Sicav 1
Choice Emerging Mkts Fd GL EQ LUX 02/17 USD 2.54 -4.9 78.9 -7.2
Eastern Europe Fd OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 2.62 0.8 90.3 -12.0

n SEB Sicav 2
Choice Asia SmCap exJpn AS EQ LUX 02/17 SEK 30.85 -4.1 72.8 2.6
Eastern Europe SmCap Fd OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 2.99 11.3 159.0 -9.4
Europe Chance/Risk Fd EU EQ LUX 02/17 EUR 1024.74 -1.1 43.0 -17.0
Listed Private Equity -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 135.96 5.6 NS NS
Listed Private Equity -IC- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 81.16 6.6 107.1 NS
Listed Private Equity -ID- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 78.59 6.6 100.9 NS
Nordic Small Cap -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 140.06 3.9 NS NS
Nordic Small Cap -IC- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 140.63 4.0 NS NS

n SEB Sicav 3
Asset Sele Defensive Acc -A- OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 76.85 -1.8 -4.0 -12.7
Asset Sele Defensive Acc EUR -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 98.03 -1.8 NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc SEK -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 97.94 -1.8 NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Acc USD -C- OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 99.15 -1.8 NS NS
Asset Sele Defensive Inc -D- OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 70.21 -1.8 -4.0 -14.0
Asset Sele Opp C H NOK OT OT LUX 02/17 NOK 95.48 -6.6 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp C H SEK OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 94.06 -6.8 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp IC EUR OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 95.02 -6.7 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H GBP OT OT LUX 02/17 GBP 95.22 -6.6 NS NS
Asset Sele Opp ID H SEK OT OT LUX 02/17 SEK 94.78 -6.8 NS NS
Asset Sele Original C EUR OT OT LUX 02/17 EUR 98.09 -3.3 NS NS
Asset Sele Original D GBP OT OT LUX 02/17 GBP 98.62 -3.2 NS NS
Asset Sele Original ID GBP OT OT LUX 02/17 GBP 98.24 -3.2 NS NS

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
A company of Amundi Group
Bonds ConvEurope A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 30.51 2.5 12.0 1.8
Bonds Eur Corp A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 23.23 0.7 10.0 2.6
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 20.78 1.2 49.1 4.1
Bonds EURO A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 41.31 0.7 4.4 4.5
Bonds Europe A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 39.45 0.9 3.1 4.0
Bonds US MtgBkSec A OT OT LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 -4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds World A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 41.59 -1.0 10.0 4.1
Eq. AsiaPac Dual Strategies A OT OT LUX 02/17 USD 9.83 -7.4 62.2 -10.6
Eq. China A OT OT LUX 02/12 USD 21.72 -10.0 54.6 -9.1
Eq. Concentrated Euroland A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 86.66 -6.8 19.9 -16.0
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 25.70 -4.9 31.7 -14.6
Eq. Emerging Europe A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 24.14 2.5 92.0 -20.6
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 17.50 -5.7 22.4 -14.6
Eq. Euroland A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 10.16 -6.2 20.7 -16.4
Eq. Euroland MidCapA OT OT LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 -45.7 -33.8
Eq. Euroland Small Cap A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 136.36 -3.4 36.0 -8.5
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 17.33 -3.7 26.5 -12.1
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 10.03 -11.3 45.0 -19.1
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 8.80 -9.1 56.7 -15.9
Eq. Global A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 26.81 -3.8 37.6 -11.2
Eq. Global Resources A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 105.36 -3.5 44.4 -12.1
Eq. Gold Mines A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 29.26 -3.4 34.3 -3.6
Eq. India A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 122.50 -6.3 73.4 -15.6
Eq. Japan CoreAlpha A OT OT LUX 02/16 JPY 7292.40 0.5 33.8 -9.0
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A OT OT LUX 02/17 JPY 1042.49 -3.0 21.2 -13.1
Eq. Japan Target A OT OT LUX 02/17 JPY 1604.31 -2.0 9.8 -6.4
Eq. Latin America A OT OT LUX 02/15 USD 106.46 -8.4 65.5 -12.1
Eq. US ConcenCore A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 21.94 -2.9 34.7 -3.9
Eq. US Focused A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 15.68 -1.1 28.5 -16.9
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 14.83 -2.8 35.6 -9.6
Eq. US Mid Cap A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 29.85 -0.1 51.7 -6.4
Eq. US Multi Strg A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 20.90 -3.5 33.4 -11.4
Eq. US Rel Val A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 20.26 -1.6 40.7 -12.6
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 15.88 -0.4 34.0 -15.9
Money Market EURO A OT OT LUX 02/16 EUR 27.41 0.0 0.7 2.4
Money Market USD A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 15.83 0.0 0.4 1.4

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT BMU 02/11 USD 921.37 -4.1 6.6 -28.6
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 01/31 USD 1091.50 1.1 13.6 NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 02/11 AED 5.06 -5.1 28.4 -34.3

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com
n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund OT OT IRL 02/15 JPY 8891.00 -6.0 19.9 -20.5
YMR-N Small Cap Fund OT OT IRL 02/15 JPY 6576.00 -6.2 17.4 -20.4

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 5871.00 -4.6 15.0 -23.5
Yuki 77 Growth JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 5372.00 -4.8 9.8 -27.1

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 6689.00 -2.0 23.8 -19.1
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 7567.00 0.3 12.0 -17.8

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 4586.00 -1.9 17.7 -22.9
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 5201.00 -0.9 16.4 -17.6
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 4797.00 -6.0 18.6 -19.4

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 4226.00 -4.4 17.9 -27.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 4442.00 -4.8 17.7 -27.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 6677.00 -4.2 28.7 -21.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 8331.00 -3.3 24.0 -19.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 6110.00 -3.9 16.6 -21.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 7505.00 -1.7 8.2 -20.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 5082.00 -2.1 21.8 -20.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 11389.00 -1.5 21.8 -14.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 7522.00 -5.5 17.2 -24.9
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 6614.00 -7.3 25.9 -21.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 5568.00 -1.4 23.0 -17.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo OT OT IRL 02/17 JPY 2626.00 -3.7 22.8 -25.4

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 02/17 JPY 5270.00 -2.8 23.5 -20.5

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month periods
pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 12/31 USD 1691.35 74.6 74.6 NS

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 12/31 EUR 101.19 2.8 2.8 -11.6

D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 12/31 EUR 990.20 -0.6 -0.6 -15.0

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 09/04 USD 730.68 62.0 -43.7 -29.8

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ GBR 12/31 EUR 165.42 -23.0 -23.0 -5.5

Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 12/31 USD 165.72 -24.5 -24.5 -7.0

Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 12/31 EUR 195.13 -6.7 -6.7 4.2

Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 12/31 USD 201.82 -7.2 -7.2 3.6

Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 370.75 -24.7 -24.7 -0.6

Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 12/31 USD 370.75 -24.7 -24.7 -0.6

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 01/15 GBP 1.09 1.6 15.6 NS

Global Absolute EUR OT OT NA 01/15 EUR 1.58 1.7 NS NS

Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 01/15 USD 2.03 1.7 14.3 NS

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 01/15 EUR 92.83 1.1 NS -8.0

Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 01/15 EUR 87.72 1.1 NS -7.5

Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 01/15 USD 99.67 1.1 NS -5.7

Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 01/15 USD 97.59 1.1 NS -6.3

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 123.47 1.9 -14.8 -2.1

GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 01/15 CHF 111.92 1.0 NS NS

GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT JEY 05/22 EUR 111.63 1.6 -17.0 -4.5

GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 01/15 GBP 133.40 1.0 NS NS

GH Fund Inst USD OT OT JEY 01/15 USD 112.94 1.0 NS -1.4

GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 01/15 EUR 129.49 1.1 NS -2.1

GH FUND S GBP OT OT JEY 01/15 GBP 134.09 1.0 NS -1.9

GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 01/15 USD 151.82 1.1 NS -0.9

GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 01/15 USD 276.49 1.0 NS NS

Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 01/15 USD 141.41 NS NS NS

Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 01/15 USD 122.72 1.9 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 01/15 CHF 95.67 1.2 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 01/15 EUR 104.21 1.2 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 01/15 GBP 112.14 1.0 NS NS

MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 01/15 EUR 111.54 1.3 NS -5.9

MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 01/15 GBP 116.64 1.2 NS -5.9

MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 01/15 USD 127.43 1.2 NS -4.6

MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT GGY 01/15 USD 196.34 1.2 NS NS

n HSBC Uni-folio
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 01/29 EUR 98.99 -0.3 11.2 -6.3

Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 01/29 USD 182.26 -0.3 11.8 -5.3

Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 01/29 USD 163.78 -2.2 15.9 -8.8

Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 01/29 EUR 91.17 -2.2 15.3 -10.3

Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 01/29 EUR 134.06 1.0 16.4 -1.3

Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 01/29 USD 142.49 1.0 17.3 -0.6

Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT NA 01/29 EUR 108.34 0.1 9.9 NS

Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT NA 01/29 USD 108.50 0.2 10.4 NS

Trading Adv JPY OT OT NA 01/29 JPY 8997.51 -2.5 NS NS

Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 01/29 USD 136.48 -2.7 -10.8 -0.6

Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 01/29 EUR 123.70 -2.9 -11.1 -0.6

Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 01/29 GBP 131.08 -2.6 -10.8 1.3

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 02/05 USD 374.59 1.6 112.1 -29.2

Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 02/05 USD 719.90 1.4 232.3 -35.7

Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 02/03 EUR 58.60 -2.3 -32.1 -27.7

Meriden Protective Div OT OT AND 11/24 EUR 78.88 -2.8 NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 09/30 USD 1318.27 NS 1.3 -4.4

n SEB ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT
SEB KEY Europe Equity Long Short
Key Europe Long/Short EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 12/31 EUR 92.41 8.9 8.9 NS

Key Europe Long/Short EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 12/31 EUR 91.60 8.3 8.3 NS

n SEB KEY Hedge
Key Hedge EUR -IC- OT OT LUX 12/31 EUR 102.09 12.6 12.6 NS

Key Hedge EUR-RC- OT OT LUX 12/31 EUR 101.31 12.1 12.1 NS

n SEB KEY Market Independent II
Key Market Independent II EUR -RC- OT OT LUX 12/31 EUR 96.52 13.8 13.8 -1.7

Key Market Independent II SEK -I- OT OT LUX 12/31 SEK 93.68 14.1 14.1 -1.8

n SEB KEY Recovery
Key Recovery -IC- OT OT LUX 12/31 EUR 90.22 13.3 13.3 NS

Key Recovery -RC- OT OT LUX 12/31 EUR 89.45 12.7 12.7 NS

n SUPERFUND ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH
For information about open funds, please contact us on Tel: +43 1 24700
www.superfund.com *Closed for New Investments
Superfund Cayman* OT OT CYM 02/09 USD 31.98 -21.6 -62.1 -13.9

Superfund GCT USD* OT OT LUX 02/09 USD 1794.00 -18.2 -51.2 -10.8

Superfund Green Gold A (SPC) OT OT CYM 02/09 USD 823.27 -14.6 -30.2 -4.4

Superfund Green Gold B (SPC) OT OT CYM 02/09 USD 740.31 -20.9 -46.2 -11.1

Superfund Q-AG* OT OT AUT 02/09 EUR 5786.00 -12.6 NS -2.9

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR Cls H OT OT CYM 12/31 EUR 945.08 NS NS NS

Winton Evolution GBP Cls G OT OT CYM 12/31 GBP 949.08 NS NS NS

Winton Evolution USD Cls F OT OT CYM 12/31 USD 1199.12 -5.4 -5.4 2.0

Winton Futures EUR Cls C OT OT VGB 01/29 EUR 191.46 -2.7 -8.1 4.3

Winton Futures GBP Cls D OT OT VGB 01/29 GBP 207.19 -2.7 -7.6 5.2

Winton Futures JPY Cls E OT OT VGB 01/29 JPY 13526.58 -2.6 -9.3 2.0

Winton Futures USD Cls B OT OT VGB 01/29 USD 680.91 -2.6 -8.1 4.0

INDICES
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n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de

ARIX Composite Gross USD OT 01/29 USD 1411.58 3.2 3.2 2.6 -18.0 -7.1
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Somali troops gather
Government plans antirebel offensive; residents flee Mogadishu

Somali government troops
massed in Mogadishu for a planned
offensive against al Shabaab, the
powerful al Qaeda allied-militia that
has been trying to topple the gov-
ernment.

Government and African Union
officials say the goal is for the So-
mali troops, backed by U.S.-trained
African Union forces, to carve out a
secure area of the capital. That
would provide space for the Somali
government to function, and the op-
portunity to win support from a
fractious and insecure public, offi-
cials say.

The strategy takes a page from
U.S. counterinsurgency operations in
Afghanistan and Iraq, where
strengthening a weak government
has been seen as pivotal in the wars
against Islamic militants.

The Somali government was pre-
paring for an intense battle amid re-
ports of Shabaab fighters moving
into the city.

“We have our troops trained and

equipped now, so they are ready to
clear the rebels out of the country,”
said Somali Security Minister Ab-
dullahi Mohamed Ali.

After nearly two decades of war,
the current government barely ex-
ists beyond the tiny pocket of the
capital it controls. Members of an
underpaid Somali force have been
known to defect or sell weapons to
militants.

The United Nations has warned
of increasing civilian casualties. As
government troops mobilized, Mo-
gadishu residents packed into cars
and buses to flee to makeshift
camps outside the city. In the past
two weeks, an estimated 15,000 peo-
ple have been displaced from Moga-
dishu, according to the U.N., and
85,000 have been displaced across
the country since Jan. 1.

A recent statement from the of-
fice of the U.N.’s humanitarian coor-
dinator, Mark Bowden, said the fig-
ures suggest “all parties”—which
would include government and Afri-
can Union troops—are involved in
“indiscriminate and disproportion-
ate use of force against civilians.”

The government has attributed
such allegations to insurgent propa-
ganda. Gaffel Nkolokosa, a spokes-

man for the African Union mission
in Somalia, denied any such actions
by those troops—a force of around
5,300 soldiers from Uganda and Bu-
rundi.

Mogadishu resident Abdiyo Hus-
sein was preparing to leave the city
for the sixth time since 2007, to take
refuge in a camp. “I’m no longer
hopeful of the government or the
rebels,” she said. “The rebels exe-
cute people meaninglessly, and the
government shells civilians. So we
are hopeless.”

An estimated 3.2 million people,
more than 40% of the population,
need emergency humanitarian assis-
tance, according to the nongovern-
mental Food Security and Nutrition
Analysis Unit.

Al Shabaab has been blamed for
a raft of suicide bombings and other
attacks targeting Somali officials
and African Union troops.

A senior al Shabaab spokesman,
said their fighters were “on
standby” for the battle.

While the offensive isn’t likely to
dislodge al Shabaab, some analysts
say it might weaken the group
enough to encourage defections
from top commanders and raise ten-
sions among factions.

By Sarah Childress in
Nairobi, Kenya

And Abdinasir Mohamed in
Mogadishu, Somalia

A government soldier passes a public transport vehicle in southern Mogadishu, as troops prepared for battle Wednesday.

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images

U.K. probes links
to Hamas killing

The U.K. asked its Serious Or-
ganised Crime Agency to investigate
the purported use of fraudulent
British passports by the alleged kill-
ers of a senior Hamas leader in
Dubai.

The move comes amid an esca-
lating political storm in the U.K.,
where a top official on Thursday
will meet with Israel’s ambassador
to London. The U.K. said the meet-
ing is aimed at helping Israel-based
U.K. citizens whose passports were
allegedly used.

On Monday, police in Dubai re-
leased names, photographs and
passport information identifying six
Britons, three Irish citizens, a Ger-
man and a Frenchman as suspects in
the January killing of Mahmoud al-
Mabhouh, a senior leader in the Pal-
estinian militant group. Officials
from all four countries have said
that the passports don’t appear to
be genuine. Some individuals whose
names were on the passports—in-
cluding several British citizens liv-
ing in Israel—have said they had
nothing to do with the killing.

Dubai is one of seven, semiauto-
nomous emirates in the United Arab
Emirates. On Wednesday, an official
there said that U.A.E. authorities be-
lieve the passports were legiti-
mately issued by Britain, Ireland,
Germany and France. “They’re valid
passports,” the official said, adding,
“there is something wrong in the
system” in the European countries
involved that allowed the fraudulent
issue of the travel documents.

The U.K.’s Serious Organised
Crime Agency said it would lead the
investigation.

“We received a request from the
Dubai authorities for assistance
with their investigation in relation
to the fraudulent use of U.K, pass-
ports” and a request from Interpol,
an agency spokesman said.

Amid widespread media specula-
tion about possible Israeli involve-
ment, the country’s foreign minister
Avigdor Lieberman told Israeli Army
Radio that there is no proof that the
country’s Mossad security agency

carried out the killings. Mr. Lieber-
man didn’t deny Israeli involvement.
He said the country has a “policy of
ambiguity” on such matters.

U.K. and Irish authorities have
said they currently have no proof
that Israel was responsible. Dubai
police earlier indicated that tactics
used in the case resembled Mossad
tactics, but in Monday’s news con-
ference appeared to back down from
implicating any particular country.

British Prime Minister Gordon
Brown said the country would
“fully” investigate the use of its
passports.

William Hague, the foreign-af-
fairs spokesman for the Conserva-
tive Party, wrote to Foreign Secre-
tary David Miliband to ask whether
the government will take up the
matter with Israel.

In 1987, Britain said it received
an apology from Israel over the mis-
use of forged U.K passports by “Is-
raeli authorities” and that it had re-
ceived assurances that it wouldn’t
happen again.

The U.K. has extended Dubai help
from British police, but it isn’t clear
the offer has been taken up. A
spokesman for the Metropolitan Po-
lice said they weren’t assisting
Dubai in the matter.

Analysts in Israel, while provid-
ing no proof of Mossad involvement,
have drawn comparisons to Israel’s
botched attempt to assassinate
Hamas leader Khaled Meshal in Jor-
dan in 1997. “Again, an assassination
in a friendly Arab country ... again,
a diplomatic tangle,” wrote military
commentator Amir Oren, in the lib-
eral Haaretz newspaper. Mr. Oren
called for a “swift decision” by Is-
raeli Prime Minister Benjamin Ne-
tanyahu to dismiss Mossad Chief
Meir Dagan.

Ronen Bergman, the author of
several books on Israel’s intelligence
services, wrote in the Yediot Ahro-
not newspaper that the assassina-
tion is at least a partial failure, if
diplomatic fallout wasn’t antici-
pated. “It should be remembered
that in the past,” he wrote, “Britain
has shown zero tolerance towards
actions carried out by Israeli intelli-
gence on its soil without its authori-
zation.”

—Max Colchester
contributed to this article.

By Alistair MacDonald
in London

and Joshua Mitnick
in Tel Aviv

Tensions over Falklands
mount on shipping lanes

British Foreign Office officials on
Wednesday rejected Argentina’s an-
nouncement that boats carrying
goods to the U.K.-controlled Falk-
land Islands will need permission
first if they cross Argentine waters.

Oil drilling is set to start this
month off the coast of the disputed
Falkland Islands. Argentina’s presi-
dent increased tensions Tuesday by
issuing a decree requiring any boat
carrying goods to the U.K.’s Falk-
land, South Georgia and South
Sandwich Islands to obtain the
South American country’s blessing
before crossing any “waters under
Argentina’s jurisdiction,” Cabinet
Chief Anibal Fernandez said.

The announcement follows Ar-
gentina’s detention last week of a

vessel it claims had illegally shipped
drilling supplies to the Falklands in
January. That heightened tension in
the spat over oil-exploration rights
in the disputed waters.

After previously steering clear of
stoking the dispute, the U.K. fired
back Wednesday. They said Argen-
tine policy wouldn’t apply in Falk-
land territorial waters. Legislator
Andrew Rosindell, secretary of the
parliamentary committee dealing
with the Falklands, said it would be
dangerous to ignore Argentina’s
provocative stance.

“Any attempt by Argentina to
claim any sort of rights of sover-
eignty over that region is something
we should take very seriously,” he
said. “I don’t think we should ap-
pease Buenos Aires—we found out
what happens last time.”

A Wall Street Journal Roundup

France vows aid for Haiti
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti—Nicolas

Sarkozy promised €230 million
($316 million) in aid for quake-
stricken Haiti on Wednesday as he
made the first visit by a French
president to what was once the na-
tion’s richest colony.

Separately, a Haitian magistrate
said some of the 10 U.S. missionar-
ies being investigated in connection
with child-trafficking accusations
would be released Wednesday,
nearly a month after they were
caught trying to take a group of
children out of the country.

The investigating magistrate,
Bernard Saint-Vil, didn’t say how
many would be released, but said
they would be allowed to go home
without posting bail if they agreed
to return to Haiti for any more
questions.

“We expected that,” said Gary
Lissade, the attorney for Jim Allen,
one of the Americans. It was unclear
what would happen to any mission-
aries that the judge decides to hold.
The Idaho-based group is accused of
trying to take 33 Haitian children to
the Dominican Republic without
proper documents. They have de-
nied accusations of trafficking.

Mr. Sarkozy, who was greeted by
Haitian President René Préval as a
brass band played the Marseillaise,
toured a French field hospital and
viewed the earthquake-ravaged cap-
ital through the door of a helicopter.

“I want only to say to the Haitian
people, ‘You are not alone,’” Mr.
Sarkozy said on the grounds of
Haiti’s National Palace, one of many
government buildings shattered by
the Jan. 12 quake, which killed more
than 200,000 people and caused bil-
lions of dollars in damage.

“It is a pleasure to welcome the
president because we want France
to help us,’’ said Ovulienne Fortis,
38 years old, sitting in front of a
squalid camp where hundreds of
earthquake survivors now live.

Some Haitians see France’s re-
newed interest in their nation as a
counterbalance to the U.S., which
has sent troops there three times in
the past 16 years. But Mr. Sarkozy’s
visit also revived bitter memories of
the crippling costs of Haiti’s 1804
independence.

Mr. Sarkozy acknowledged the
“wounds of colonization” during
comments at the French Embassy.

France had already said it was
canceling all of Haiti’s €56 million
debt to Paris. The aid package also
will include reconstruction money,
emergency aid and $40 million in
support for the Haitian govern-
ment’s budget.

Associated Press
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Data as shown is for information purposes only. No offer is being made by
Morningstar, Ltd. or this publication. Funds shown aren’t registered with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and aren’t available for sale to United
States citizens and/or residents except as noted. Prices are in local currencies.
All performance figures are calculated using the most recent prices available.
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 10.15 -2.1 34.6 -11.4
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 11.97 -2.0 35.7 -10.6
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 30.02 -3.9 34.9 -1.5
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 25.21 -4.0 33.6 -2.5
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 33.31 -3.8 36.0 -0.7
Am Income A US BD LUX 02/16 USD 8.42 -0.1 24.7 6.0
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 19.17 0.7 25.4 6.3
Am Income B US BD LUX 02/16 USD 8.42 -0.1 23.8 5.2
Am Income B2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 16.50 0.5 24.4 5.5
Am Income I US BD LUX 02/16 USD 8.42 -0.1 25.4 6.6

Am Value A US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 8.47 -0.7 21.7 -10.8
Am Value B US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 7.79 -0.8 20.6 -11.7
Am Value I US EQ LUX 02/16 USD 9.13 -0.5 22.9 -10.0
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 02/16 USD 15.45 -0.7 43.5 7.7
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 02/16 USD 20.12 0.0 44.2 8.0
Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 02/16 USD 15.45 -0.7 42.2 6.7
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 02/16 USD 19.36 0.0 42.9 7.0
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 02/16 USD 15.45 -0.7 44.1 8.3
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 32.70 -5.6 68.6 -12.3
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 27.68 -5.8 67.0 -13.1
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 36.29 -5.5 70.1 -11.5
Eur Growth A EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 6.83 -2.8 25.6 -14.2
Eur Growth B EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 6.13 -3.0 24.3 -15.1
Eur Growth I EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 7.45 -2.9 26.5 -13.6
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 6.63 0.5 40.0 5.9
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 13.02 1.2 40.5 6.1
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 6.63 0.5 39.3 5.2
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 12.10 1.1 39.4 5.4
Eur Income I EU BD LUX 02/16 EUR 6.63 0.5 40.6 6.4
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 8.15 -4.5 26.0 -17.3
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 8.35 -4.5 27.1 -16.6
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 8.78 -4.6 29.5 -14.0
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 8.06 -4.7 28.1 -14.9
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 02/16 EUR 10.15 -4.4 30.5 -13.3
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 02/16 USD 15.63 -1.0 24.2 -8.8
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 02/16 USD 15.20 -1.1 22.9 -9.7
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 02/16 USD 15.51 -1.0 23.8 -9.1
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 02/16 USD 15.93 -0.9 NS NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 02/16 USD 16.11 -2.2 29.1 -8.9
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 02/16 USD 15.29 -2.4 27.7 -9.8

Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 02/16 USD 16.72 -2.2 29.9 -8.3
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 02/16 USD 9.33 1.0 14.9 4.8
Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 16.26 1.6 15.3 5.0
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 02/16 USD 9.33 1.0 13.9 3.8
Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 14.22 1.4 14.1 3.9
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 02/16 USD 9.33 1.0 15.5 5.4
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 02/16 USD 14.79 -0.5 19.1 -3.0
Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 02/16 USD 16.83 -0.6 19.1 -3.0
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 02/16 USD 14.76 -0.7 17.9 -4.0
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 02/16 USD 15.97 -0.7 17.9 -4.0
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 02/16 USD 14.87 -0.5 20.1 -2.3
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 11.10 -4.8 37.4 -18.7
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 10.40 -5.0 35.9 -19.5
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 11.72 -4.7 38.4 -18.0
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 40.04 -4.5 33.7 -19.3
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 33.39 -4.5 32.4 -20.1
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 44.51 -4.3 34.8 -18.7
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 02/16 USD 4.29 -0.9 55.0 5.6
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 9.27 0.1 56.1 5.9
Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 02/16 USD 4.29 -0.9 53.2 4.4
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 14.88 0.0 54.5 4.8
Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 02/16 USD 4.29 -0.9 56.0 6.3
Gl Thematic Res A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 14.20 -3.6 69.2 -0.4
Gl Thematic Res B OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 12.40 -3.8 67.6 -1.3
Gl Thematic Res I OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 15.84 -3.6 70.5 0.4
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 10.57 -5.1 41.3 -18.0
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 9.70 -5.3 40.0 -18.8
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 02/16 USD 11.25 -5.1 42.4 -17.3
India Growth A OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 121.48 -4.3 NS NS
India Growth AX OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 106.23 -4.2 80.3 -6.6

India Growth B OT OT NA 02/16 USD 127.10 -4.4 NS NS
India Growth BX OT OT LUX 02/16 USD 90.69 -4.4 78.5 -7.5
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 02/16 USD 110.16 -4.2 81.1 -6.3
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 137.26 -0.2 17.8 -5.7
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 115.63 -0.3 16.7 -6.6
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 150.12 0.0 18.8 -5.0
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 105.00 -4.9 46.2 -5.6
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 90.87 -5.0 44.8 -6.5
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 117.85 -4.8 47.4 -4.8
Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 02/16 JPY 5796.00 -3.8 22.7 -19.9
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 02/16 JPY 5518.00 -6.1 12.6 -21.4
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 02/16 JPY 5684.00 -6.0 13.5 -20.7
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 02/16 JPY 6045.00 -1.2 33.3 -18.8
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 02/16 JPY 6212.00 -1.1 34.3 -18.1
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 13.67 -4.7 56.8 -14.2
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 12.48 -4.9 55.2 -15.0
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 02/16 USD 14.70 -4.7 58.1 -13.5
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 02/16 USD 7.27 0.0 13.7 -5.0
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 9.84 0.5 14.0 -4.9
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 02/16 USD 7.27 0.0 13.2 -5.4
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 02/16 USD 9.79 0.5 13.6 -5.3
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 02/16 USD 7.27 0.0 14.2 -4.4

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.

FUND SCORECARD
Euro Global Bond
Funds that invest in fixed-income securities and take material currency exposures as part of their
investment strategies. These are optimised in Euros. Ranked on % total return (dividends reinvested) in
U.S. dollars for one year ending February 17, 2010

Leading 10 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING * NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

1 Dresdner VPV Dresdner VPV NV EURNethrlnds 1.12 73.22 -16.04 -4.22
Income Fund NV

4 Aviva Aviva Investors EURFrance -0.70 59.96 4.59 5.03
Interoblig A/I France

4 Aviva Oblig Aviva Investors EURFrance -1.24 58.33 4.99 5.69
International A/I France

5 Raiffeisen Raiffeisen EURAustria 1.39 53.80 23.61 11.89
303-Non-Euro Bonds VWG A Kapitalanlage-G.m.b.H.

5 StarCap StarCapital S.A. EURLuxembrg -4.29 49.57 9.19 NS
SICAV Winbonds A

2 Cividale Vegagest Sgr SpA EURItaly -2.52 45.37 2.12 NS
Forum Iulii Strategia A

5 StarCapital Universal-Investment EURGermany -2.50 44.94 4.30 7.04
Bondvalue UI GmbH

5 SICAV Cofibol EURLuxembrg -4.48 40.97 8.17 6.41
Placeuro Bond Euro

2 AXA AXA Investment EURGermany -1.38 40.49 2.10 2.51
Portfolio 7 Managers Deutschland GmbH

1 Consultinvest Consultinvest EURItaly -1.63 39.12 -2.35 2.33
High Yield Asset Management S.p.A.SGR

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com

Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001
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MARKETS

Euro’s likely fate—muddle through
Greece’s fiscal woes have exposed some creaky underpinnings; an answer in a mixture of ‘core’ and ‘lite’ zones?

When the euro was introduced to
world financial markets on Jan. 1,
1999, it was heralded as one of the
most significant events in Europe
since World War II. But fiscal chaos
in tiny Greece has shined a bright
light on some of the common cur-
rency’s creakier underpinnings.

“The euro was set up as a mar-
riage—til death do the participants
part,” said Stuart Thomson, chief
economist at Ignis Asset Manage-
ment. “Southern European countries
enjoyed a fabulous honeymoon pe-
riod. We are just seeing the first
signs of trouble.”

Critics have long expressed
doubts about the euro, now used by
16 nations, citing the lack of fiscal
unity and the toothless nature of
various rules, such as the euro-zone
deficit ceiling of 3% of gross domes-
tic product. But the critics have also
largely been wrong. Only now, more
than a decade after the euro
launched, are they getting some
traction.

Greece’s problems have
prompted a wide-ranging debate
about the euro’s future, and scenar-
ios range widely from the radical,
such as a breakup of the euro zone,
to the more prosaic prospect of
plodding ahead, Greek warts and all.
The debate alone is damaging. The
euro lost 1% midday Wednesday to
$1.3626, though it remains above re-
cent lows of about $1.35 reached

last week. The common currency is
down 4.8% against the dollar this
year, something few economists pre-
dicted.

Greece’s deficits are nearly qua-
druple the euro-zone limit, raising
the prospect of a debt default. Euro-
zone leaders have pledged their sup-
port to Athens but skirted the de-
tails of any potential rescue. Greece
needs to refinance €16 billion
($21.76 billion) in debt over the next
few months, which will certainly
test the rhetorical approach Europe
has taken to the crisis thus far.

“The [European Union] fudge on
Greece gives the green light to
hedge funds and the like to test just
exactly what kind of ‘support’ the
EU has in mind,” said Nick Beecroft,

senior foreign-exchange consultant
at Saxo Bank. He suggested selling
the euro because the Greek story
still has a long way to run.

While Greece gets most of the
attention, investors are also worried
about other countries, too. Portugal,
Ireland, Italy and Spain all have
large budget deficits and challeng-
ing economic outlooks. While
Greece accounts for only about 2%
of the GDP of the 27-nation EU,
which includes the euro zone, all
five combined account for about a
quarter of economic output. In a
sign that tensions have eased, at
least for the moment, Spain and
Portugal have successfully sold
bonds to investors in recent days.

Few believe expulsion from the

euro is a realistic option for any of
these countries, including Greece. A
recent ECB study said a withdrawal
from the euro zone would be legally
possible but unrealistic in practice.
It also said that the possibility of
expulsion is “close to zero.” But the
fact the ECB conducted the study
raised some eyebrows.

Justin Urquhart Stewart, director
and co-founder of Seven Investment
Management, suggests there could
be a mixture of “euro core” and
“euro lite” zones. The former would
be dominated by countries like Ger-
many and France and the latter cat-
egory would have a common cur-
rency, but also a quasi-local
currency next to it or a secondary
currency. Such a scenario is allowed
under the treaty that created the
euro but would be difficult to imple-
ment.

Ultimately, Mr. Urquhart Stewart
doesn’t want to see the euro de-
stroyed but wants a stronger euro

based on core countries, which
would provide a better balance
against the dollar and the yen.

Some have even pondered
whether Germany might leave the
euro and re-establish its own cur-
rency. There is scant political appe-
tite in Berlin to finance a Greek or
any other rescue, though it may yet
come to that.

But a German withdrawal is also
very unlikely. A newly established
German mark would likely appreci-
ate rapidly, placing a huge amount
of pressure on Germany’s the Ger-
many’s export-driven economy.
Moreover, other nations, such as
France, would be loathe to see Ger-
many disentangle itself from any as-
pect of the European project.

With dramatic options—a Greek
exit or default, or a German
exit—facing wafer-thin possibilities,
the euro-zone is likely to do what
the European Union has often done
during its history: muddle through.

BY ANDREA TRYPHONIDES

Note: As of Wednesday afternoon Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group
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on that stronger U.S. economic data,
“the market is also making a bet
that the Fed will tighten [monetary]
policy before the [central banks] in
Europe and Japan.” Higher interest
rates tend to draw investment into
a currency, all else being equal.

The dollar got further support in
the afternoon when the Federal Re-
serve painted a slightly rosier pic-
ture of the U.S. economy in minutes
from a January meeting of its poli-
cy-making committee. The minutes
raised expectations the Fed might
normalize its ultra-low interest
rates earlier than had been thought.

The Norwegian krone and the

Continued from page 17 Swedish krona also rose against the
euro, and both currencies were at
their highest levels against the euro
since the financial crisis accelerated
in the fall of 2008.

In commodities markets, crude
for March delivery rose 32 cents a
barrel to $77.33 on the New York
Mercantile Exchange, its sixth gain
in seven session.

Gold for February delivery gained
20 cents a troy ounce to $1119.50 on
the Comex division of Nymex.

In bond markets, the 10-year
Treasury note fell 21/32 on the Fed
minutes to 99 1/32 to yield 3.742%,
the highest level since Jan. 13.

In stock-market action, Euro-

pean Aeronautic Defence & Space
rose 5% in Paris. The aerospace firm
said that “it is too early to draw fi-
nancial conclusions” over negotia-
tions for its A400M military air-
craft. It will update A400M
provisions in its 2009 financial
statements.

Atos Origin shares rose 6.4% in
Paris after the provider of informat-
ion-technology services said its
2009 net income rose 40% while
revenue dropped 3.7%.

Norway’s Norsk Hydro dropped
4.7% in Oslo. The power and alumi-
num company’s fourth-quarter net
loss narrowed, but the firm said it
remains cautious for 2010.

Banks boost stocks, but the euro slides




